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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A graph Is an eXample of a symbol system WhiCh encodes

InfOrtation through the Juxtaposition of marks In a two

dimensional plane; Unlike text which uses a fixed set of symbols,

graphs employ various geometric shapes to encode meaning.

Interpretation of a graph Is a visual task. Decoding the meaning

of a graph takes advantage of the human visual system and its

ability to interpret shape, slze, texture, color, denSity, and

spatial relationships. Working in harmony with the cognitive

Structure of the graph reader, the visual system acquires and

transmits information to the brain and receives feedback from the

brain to regulate the viewing process.

The study of eye movements In interpreting graphs is a new

area of research. Eye movement data provides direct empirical

evidence about the cognitive process of decoding a graph. ThIS

research study used eye tracking equipment to gather data on the

position and duration of eye fixations when viewing mathematical

graphs. Findings of this study will help define important

variables and build an understanding of the cognitive process of

decoding a graph. This Is the first step to a more complete

understanding of the learning and teaching process involving

14
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graphing skint; thede areas have proven to be deficient in the

past, but promise to be of ever increasing importance In the

future.

1.1 The Importance of Graphs and Graphing Skills

Graphs and graphing skills are an important part of the

mathematics curriculum. The Notional Council of Supervisors of

Mathematics identified graphing skills as one of ten basic

mathematical skills necessary for all students (NCSM, 1977).

School curriculums at all levels use graphs as a vehicle for

display and organization of data, in concept deve opment, and in

problem solving. Computer generated graphs in the classroom are

becoming more common as hardware and software innovations reath

the mass market. Graphs of vartais types ate used in most fields

of study to help organIte data and information, and to present it

more Clearly. Graphs can be a compact; understandable, elegant

tool for conveying the complex relationships between variables.

1.2 The Problem

Research has indicated that students' graphing skills are not

developed beyond the basics of point plotting. The First, Second,

and Third National Asse8Smente of Educational Progress (Carpenter,

1975, 1980, 1983, NAEP, 1979) identified students' graphing skills

as 'superficial.° Students were ab!e to read simple graphs, but

could aot perform related skills Such as interpreting,

generalizing, integrating, or extending the information in the
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graph. The Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS)

contained 23 items concerned with graphing and analytic geometry.

Pretest and posttest scores for twelfth grade students enrolled In

precalculus courses were 34% and 43% respectively (Demana & Waits,

1987, and Travers, 1985), Kerslake (1977) found that most 13 15

year old, could read graphs and plot points on a grid system, but

were not as successful when it came to interpolation using

decimals, dealing with questions of slope and rate of change, or

understanding the relationship between a graph and Its equation

(Hart, 1980). Bell and Janvier (1981) found that most instruction

In graphing deals with point reading and some comparison of

graphs, but does not treat the global features of graphs such as

general shape, intervals of rise and fall, and maximum increase

and decrease. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, in

Ap Agenda for Action: Recommendations for School MathemaUcs-of

the 1980's, recommended °increased emphasis° on higher level

graphing skills such as organizing and presenting data and

graphical models in problem solving as an important goal for this

decade (NCTM, 1980).

The present school curriculum is not preparing students with

the graphing skills that they will need in the future. Ws fact

holds true for both those students who go on to higher education

as well as those who go directly into the work force. Evidence

from the three NAEP studies and Second International Mathematics

Study shows that schools need to do a better Job of teaching

16



graphing skills; The need for training in these skills for both

college and non-college bound students is clear. We are in the

midst of an information explosion. The computer age has brought

increased demands on all persons to absorb and understand vast

quantities of information. Graphs and graphical display; are the

most efficient method of encoding large quantities of information

in easily understood and compact ways.

The question of °Why aren't the schools doing a better job of

teaching graphing.skills?° is legitimate. The answer Is complex.

It involves the content of the curriculum, placement of topics in

the curriculum, methods of instruction, and teacher training.

But, all of these concerns hinge on a more basic understanding of

what it means to interpret a graph and understand the information

encoded in the graph. More specifically, what are some of the

critical variables which define the process of graphical

interpretation? Once these critical variables are defined and

understood, better answers to the previous curriculum and teaching

questions can be formulated. On:y then can effective changes be

implemented in the curriculum.

1.3 Definitions

For this discussion, graphs will be partitioned into two

broad categories: mathematica! graphs and data graphs.

Mathematical grapha are those graphs which represent a functional

or mathematical relationship between two or more variables. For

example, the graph of the functional relationship °f(x) = 2X 4 3"

17



le A mathematical graph. Data gLaphs are graphs which display an

empirical data set describing one or more variables. An ekemple

of a data graph would be a bar graph showing the number of

students enrolled in various classes at a school. Both types of

grapht require that the user have a set of basic skills for the

interpretation and decoding of the information embedded in the

graph. These basic skIIIS ace generally the same for both types

of graphs. They involve the ability to read, interpret,

integrate, and extend the information in the graphs.

Graphs display physical features and relationships. The

physical feature8 include the type of graph, scales, amount and

placement of information, slope, general shape, rate of change,

maximum/minimum values, color, density, background,

dimensionality, continuity, density, and other attributes. Simcox

(1981) refers to these attributes as component properties of the

display. There are also holistic properties of the display which

ariee from the interaction and interrelationships between the

component propertiet. Together the component and holistic

properties make up the encoding features which graph readers use

to represent the display mentally.

Interpreting a graph means the cognitive decoding of the

vitual information transmitted to the brain. This information

comes from the physical details and InterrelatIon3h108 Of the

graph through interpreting, integrating, generalizing, and

extending the information and relationships of the graph. The



ccgnitive decoding process used by an individual to process the

incoming information can only be inferred from the external

evidence. We cannot peer into a subject's brain to examine the

actual cognitive process employed. Several competing theories of

cognitive processing have been proposed. These theories have been

used to explain aspects of the decoding process.

1.4 Graphical Interpretation Theories

The way in which data is encoded into the graphical display

itself Is hypothesized to be closely related to the interpretation

of the graph. Tufte (1983) formulated a theory of data graphics

that attempts to organize the process of encoding data and show

better ways to convey meaning through graphs. His theory

addressed both the practical factors like data-Ink ratios, chart

junk clutter, and lie-factor ratios as well as the aesthetics and

elegance of data presentation. Cleveland and McGill (1985)

developed a theory of graphical perception which also dealt with

the encoding of data in graphical displays. They have proposed a

rank ordering of elementary graphical perception tasks which

predict the amount of error in the perception of graphical

details; Pl^"r (1981) proposed a theory of graphical perception

related to mor Lobal interpretation of graphs. His hypotheses

stated that gra,, 7an convey information effectively because

°...they can display global trends as geometric patterns that our

visual systems encode easily' (Pinker, 1983). He concluded that

the graphical formats used and the kinds of information conveyed

19



by graphs are not equally difficult. Certain types W. information

are conveyed more efficiently In certain graphical formats

accordini, to naturaily perceivable visual patterns within the

graph itself. Pirver's model dealt with more general graph

comprehension than the elementary perceptual tasks model of

Cleveland and McGill.

Two foci for the interpretation of graphs have now been

identified: the characteristics of the viewer and the display

itself. When interpreting a graph, these interact In pinny ways.

Individual differences In background, experience, and previous

knowledge affect the interpretation of a graph. Graphs

representing the same data, but In Slightly different versions,

can be interpreted in different ways by the same viewer. This

multidimensional interaction of factors can cause problems when

attempting to investigate cauSation between the physical features

of the graph and the interpretation of a graph. Theories about

how phySical details make a graph understandable help show that

the physical features of the graph can be controlled. The

variable factors are the viSual proceSsing and interpretation by a

human subject.

1.5 Appropriateness of Studying Graphs

While many researchers have investigated eye movement

patterns in the context of reading text and viewing pictures and

natural scenes, there is no research which applies the methodOlogy

of eye movement research tO readlno MitheMitical graphs or data
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graphs. Graphs have many of the same characteristics aS pictures

:n that they convey meaning through the presence and juxtaposition

of geometric elements. Graphs may be more appropriate than

pictured for investigating eye movement patterns since large

amounts of relational information Ian be encoded with a minimum of

actual markings. Norton and Stark's (1971) original work on the

theory of "scanpaths' has been criticized on the grounds that the

pictures they used were too simple to provide an information-rich

viewing scene. Graphs can be very information rich and yet

involve very few symbolic elements. Tufte (1983; p. 132) gives an

eicample of a graph which maximized the data-Ink ratio (See Figure

1). This graph represents a scatter plot of data. The limits of

the axes show the maximum and minimum values obtained by each

variable. The offset portions of the axes show the quartile

ranges and the blank spot on each axis repreSentt the median score

for that variable. Ten extra pieces of information about the two

variables in thid example have been encoded by the elimination of

ink from the graph. This Is just one example of the parsimonious

use of markings conveying a multitude of meaning.

21
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6

?Imre 1: Scatter plot of data showing a high data-ink ratio
(Tufte, 1983).

Eye movement research is an attempt to explain how meaning Is

processed cognitively. If the scene which is viewed is so simple

that it is devoid of most meaning, then there is little processing

occurring as that picture Is viewed. If the picture viewed Is so

information rich that it is complicated, then discovering view ng

patterns may be masked by other issues such as the subject's

existing referende frames. If a picture conta'is many salient

featur.!.s, then the competition for attention between theft

features may also mask any viewing strategy used by the subJects.

Viewing and interpreting mathematical graphs solves many of these

problems. Graphs can be simple and information rich.

^2
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1.6 Research Technique

Information about the specific details attended to when

interpreting a graph Is usually obtained secondhand. The data is

gathered from an interview during or after the actual act of

viewing; Use of self-report interview data provides little or no

information about the exact location and duration of the viewing

scan. Direct eye movement data on the location and duration of

the visual fixations can help researchers understand which

features, relationships, and viewing patterns are important for

correct interpretation of graphs; This study was performed using

eye tracking equipment to define precise eye positiont fIXtin

duration, and total viewing time for the viewed graPhs.

Eye movements are classified into

jumps. A fixation occurs when the eye

on a specific location in the field of

movement of the eye between fixations.

two types, fixations and

comes to rest and focuses

view. A jump is the

Eye Jumps are also called

saccades (from the French meaning "to jerk on the reins of a

horse"). Processing of new information occurs during fixations,

but not during jumps (Wolverton and Zola, 1983). Eye position is

the location of the center of a fixation. The surface arca of the

:ixation is approximately a circular region with a diameter

corresponding to 2 degrees of angular rotation of the eye

(referred to as the foveai area) (Loftus, 1983); The surface area

varies according to the distance from the eye to the object being

viewed;
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Fixation duration is the length of time between aye jumps

(usually In milliseconds). Another way to define fixation

duration is the length of time the eye remains focused on the same

location before moving to another location. Fixation durations

range from a minimum or 50 milliseconds to over 2000 milliseconds.

The average fixation duration when reading text is between 125 and

250 milliseconds. A minimum of 100 to 125 millisecondS of

fixation duration is needed to view an item and transmit that

information to the brain (McConkle, 1983). Fixation dvrations in

the range of 400 to 1009 milliseconds are considered long.

Total viewing time can be defined in two ways. First, it can

be the simple total time spent viewing some passage or graph;

Second, total viewing time can be broken down to represent the

total viewing time spent in specific areas of the viewing field.

For example, If the viewing field were divided into 100 equal

square areas, then the total viewing time for each of the 100

areas could be calculated and studied; It is in this second sense

that total viewing time was used in this retarch Study.

In order to identify and investigate important variables, an

expert versus novice study was done; Expert graph readers can and

do use graphs effectively. They have experience using graphs to

organize data, develop concepts, and solve problems. They have

successfully acquired the needed graphing skill; Comparing

experts to novices provides more specific information about What

novices need to learn to become expert graph readers. This type
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of information Is important for the edUcational goal of this type

of research.

Eye tracking data are considered reliable indicators of

cognitive processing and are relatively free from extraneous

influences commonly related to experimental conditions. Graesser

and Clark (1985) refer to the reliability of eye movement data:

_ _Some psychologists have_argued that complex verbal
protocols are not_valid indices of-comprehension. :Many of
these_arguments are based on a "gut skepticism's:rather than
on data;_ One-frequent complaint Is thatithe:act_of_
articulating knowledge dUring comprehension interrupts or
changes the-normalicourse_of_comprehenSion. _However, the
same complaint_could_be raised about all of the simple
response measures that researchers collect (except eye
movement data). (p.10)

By controlling the graphs which are presented and the information

given before viewing a graph, research on graphical interpretation

using eye movement data can reveal relationships between the

physical features viewed, the amount of time spent visually

decoding the information in those features, and the patterns used

in scanning the scene. This type of research was used to build

the understanding of the basic graphical interpretation process

needed for answering the curriculum and teaching questions.

1.7 Research Questions

The two specific dependent variables measured in this study

were subjects' average fixation dUration and total viewing time in

certain areas of mathematical graphs. In light of the previous

research and the documented deficiencies In student performance,

25
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this research study addressed these questions conderning the

process of graphical interpretation:

1. IS there a difference between experts and novices In the

total amount of time spent attending to different

specific areas of mathematical graphs? Does the time

spent in a distinct area of a graph represent a sustained

amount of viewing time; or is it the collection of many

short fixations in that area?

. Is there a difference between experts and novices in

their average fixation duration In different areas of a

graph? Does one group of subjects have longer average

fixation durations when viewing certain areas of a graph?

3. How does the total amount of time and the average

fixation duration in listinct areas Of the graph

corre!ate between and within groups of subjects?

4. Does the symbol system (le. the graph itself) draw the

viewer to the Important areas of the graph?

1.8 Summary

Eye tracking research on graphical interpretation is a new

area of research; There were a large number of eUggedted

questions about the relationship betWeeh graphical interpretation

and several dependent variables; A pilot study was conducted to

help establish which questions and variables would be Studied

first. The conclusion was that a study of the dichotomy between

experts and noVice8 WoUld yield ItOortant information about the

26
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graphing *kills needed by students; The nature of the eye

tradking eeluipment allows questions about fixatiOn tithe and eye

position to be answered exactly. EVidende from the pilot study

Indicated that there were some basic differences between novices

and experts In the total viewing time spent, and the &Wage

fikation duration In certain areas of mathematidal graphs; A

careful research study vaS then designed to ascertain If the

observations Mad* in the pilot study would maintain under tighter

COntrOl and statistical analysis.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2.1 Introduction

Literature germane to this study of eye movements in graph

interpretation can be separated into three areas:

1. Reading research using eye movement data

2. Research on viewing pictures and natural scenes using eye

movement data

3. Graphical interpretation theories.

To thid date, there is no research on graph Interpretation

using eye movement equipment. Reading research using eye movement

equipment provides a basis for comparison of the findings of this

study on reading graphs. The research on viewing pictures and

natural scenes provides a counterpoint to the reading research

relevant to this research because of the nature of graphs. Graphs

share the spatial nature of pictures. Graphs are an example of a

symbol system using the spatial relationships of geometric shapes

to encode meaning. But graphs also share the symbolic nature of a

text in that meaning is encoded using symbolic features rather

than representations of natural features. Both areas of research

literature help explain the process of reading graphs.

15
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Several graphical interpretation theories have been proposed.

These theories speculate on the cognitive processes involved in

decoding 2 graph. Evidence to support these theories ls not from

eye movement data, but uses paper and pencil performance tasks.

These theories provide some insights into the graph interpretation

process.

2.2 Reading Research

Reading, in this discussion, is defined to be reading of text

passages for the tiurpose of understanding and remembering the

meaning encoded in the words. Research using methods of

artificial constraints on the eye movements such as tachistoscopic

presentations do not provide information on selective reading

patterns In a 'real world context. This research will not be

considered. If reading patterns are some type of reflection o

mental processing, then realistic presentation of the stimulus is

essential. Generalizability of research results is enhanced when

the prerantation of stimuli closely resembles the normal reading

process being studied. This is true for read ng graphs as well as

text.

Reading research concerning eye fixations is organized around

four factors:

I. fixation duration

2. fixation frequency

3. fixation location

4. fixation sequence
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Fixation duration and fixation frequency are termed temporal

factors since they Involve elapsed tite factors. Fixation

location and fixation sequence are called spatial factors since

they refer to the position of fixations, the distance between each

fixation; and the sequential pattern Of the fixations in the

visual field. FikatiOn dUration and frequency are the temporal

factors which were the subject of this research study.

Carpenter and Just (1978) defined a Nlationship between

these two time factors. Gate duration is the total time spent

looking at a word in a text without regard to the number of

individual fixations; The length of a gaze duration is found by

summing the durations of all the fikationS occurring on a given

Word. For example; if the WOrd 'horse" In a text passage was

processed with three fixations of 175; 220; and 190 milliseconds,

the gaze duration would b.1 585 milliseconds.

The two dependent variables defined In this study were

average fixation duration and percent of total time spent in a

given area of a graph. Averav fixation duration was the

arithmetic mean of the duration Of all the fixations occurring

within a specific area. Percent of total time for a specific area

of a graph was similar to gaze duration for a single Word in a

text passage. Percent of total timei like gate duration; showed

the sum of the durations Of all the fixations in a specific area.

BUt, the percent of total time figure also gave information about

how the fixation frequency in one area compared to all the other
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areas of the graph by representing a percent of the grand total of

viewing time for the entire graph.

2;3 Eye Movement Control in Reading

TOO differing theories concerning the control of temporal and

spatial eye movements patterns were suggested. The 'global"

theory proposed that eye movement patterns were controlled by a

global strategy establiShed before reading began; Bouma and

deVoogd (1974) proposed that eye fixation patterns were

independent of local changes in the viewed text. They suggested

that reading patterns employed "bUffers" within memory; A buffer

was a memory device used to store incoming information and keep it

available for later stages of processing. The theory held that

incoming information was accumulated and stored in buffers so that

processing could continue after the eyes moved on to another

fixation. The eyes would fixate at a relatively constant rate,

say 200 milliseconds. If the amount of incoming information was

250 milliseconds long, some of the processing of that longer

fixation would be carried over into the next fixation. The

processing would "catch up" on some future fixation which took

leas that the constant 200 millisecond fixation time. For simple

texts, this lagging and catching up process would not accumulate.

For difficult text passages, the buffer reached its storage

limit. The result of the full buffer was a shift to a slower

processing rate with longer fixation durations so the system could

complete the processing of new informatIon before the eyes moved

31
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Oh. OVerall teXt difficulty level was the determining factor fOr

average fixation duration; Difficulty with lOdal areat Of a text

was not reflected in indiVidUal fikation durations; The overall

rate remained relatively stable depending on the global difficUlty

level;

Potter (1983) presented eVideide for eight separate buffers

operating Within eive flications; These buffers performed specific

ItiOUt, storage, and output tasks controlling factorS SUCh as

spatial visual memory, conceptual shOrt teem MeMory, working

memory, and location and tiMitig of the next saccade (eye Jump);

Incoming information within one fixation was stored in a buffer

while one type of processing occurred and then transferred to

another type of buffet fOr a different type of processing; This

storagei prOcefting, transferring sequence occurred several times

for the information acquired during each fixation. The bUffers

permitted a 'decoupling° of the eye Ahd Mind thus making the

relationship betWeen eye mOVements and mental processing less

direct;

The other theory about text properties in relation to eye

fixations was called the 'local control' theory; Just and

Cart:it-titer (1988) outlined the main elements of this theory. The

immediacy assumption of this theory sugosted that the reader

tried to interpret the meaning Of etch word immediately upon

tincOUritotitig it in the text Interpretation of words was not

delayed waiting for a group of words to accUmulate before the

32
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Interpretation was done. Another important aspect of the theory

was the eye-mind assumption. The eye-mind assumption stated that

a reader continued to fixate on a word until some level of

cognitive processing had been achieved based on some criterion.

This continued processing was measured as the gaze duration of a

given word. Processing of the currently fixated word did not mean

only that word could be processed since concepts from previously

fixated words were available for use from memory.

Evidence for local control of eye movement patterns Is

substantial. Fixation durations were found to be effected by

local text properties. O'Regan (1979, 1980, & 1981) found that

fixation durations were longer Shorter words, and when

incorrect letters were in the peripheral area on a previous

fixation. Fixation durations were shorter when the fixation was

at the beginning or end of a word rather than In the middle.

Rayner (1975, 1977) found that the duration of the first fixation

In a line of text was longer and the la3t fixation in a line was

shorter. Fixation durations on the areas between sentences were

found to be shorter and fixations on low frequency words tv,r:e

found to be longer. Kliegl, Olson, and Davidson (1983) found

fIxdtIon durations were longer on low frequency words and when

there was only one fl;!ation on a word. Fixation duration was

influenced by the length and frequency of words which fell outside

the direct fixation areas. Just and Carpenter (1980) found that
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fixation durations IncreaSe for InfreqUent words and decreased for

modified nainS Whote referent was easily inferred.

Kennedy and Murray (1987) compared good readers to poor

readers when reading sentences of tWO diffidUlty levels; Good

readers controlled tOtal reading time by increasing the total

nuMber of fixations and not changing their average fixation

duration; Poor readers showed no change in the number of

fixations for the tWO typets of Sentences, but had somewhat longer

fikatiOnt Oh the more difficult sentences; Poor readers made more

fixations than good readers when reading sentenceS Containing

questiorm.

ShebilOke and Fisher (1981) found fixation durations to be

longer in areas of the text containing more important ideas than

in other areas. Underwnod, Hyona, and Niemi (1987) atudled

information zonets within words; they found that these important

zonet effected fixation durations. More important zones were

fixated longer. Frequency of fixations was higher in important

information zones within worth.

The consensus of these studies was that local propertieS of

the viewed text directly influenced temporal eye movement

patterns. FixatIon durationt were longer or shorter according to

factors In the local areas of the text like word frequency,

length, or meaning.

The issue of global versUS lOtal Control of eye movements

created a third issue. Did evidence of local control of eye

" 4
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movements imply immediate control? Immediate control of eye

movements meant that the fixation duration and following eye jump

were controlled by information from the cw.rent fixation and not

from Information obtained in previous fixWons. Evidence of

local control did not necessarily mean immediate control.

Support for this view that the current flAation controlled

eye movements came from Underwood and Mcconkie (1981), Rayner

(1975)i Rayner and Pollatsek (1981), O'Regan 41981), Mcconkie,

Zola, and Wolverton (1980), and Underwood, Hyona, and Mena

(1987); These researchers used various stimulus presentation

techniques to control the amount of information presented in the

foveal and peripheral viewing regions; By controlling the amount

of information presented, conclusions about the exact time at

which certain pieces of information were processed could be made.

126t:Its indicated that the current fixation had direct effects on

eye movement patterns. The eye guldance system was controlled

from moment to moment by propertles Of the text. Fixation

duration and frequency, and fixation location were effected by

information from current fixatkons.

The Importance of the local control theory was In the

relationship between eye fixation patterns and cognitive

processing. If a direct link between local text difficulties and

fixation time were established, then flYation patterns were an

immediate measure Of cognitive processing difficulty. If the

global theory were found more appropriate, then this eye-mind link

35
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would he less direct. Houma (1978), Bouma and deVoogd (1974),

Kolers (1976), and Shebilske (1975) supported the view that there

was insufficient time during fixation for immediate control

mechanisms to operate. Buffering, transferring, and interpreting

incoming information took up more time than the average of 200 to

250 milliseconds per fixation. Just and Carpibriter (1980) end

McConkle (1979), on the other hand, relied on the immediacy

assumption to establish the validity of their theories. Moment to

moment processing was a direct measure of cognitive processi-m.

These issues between global, local, and immediate control of eye

movements have yet to be resolved.

2.4 Viewing Pictures and Natural Scenes

Pictures and natural scenes (referred to as scenes) can be

thought of a 'natural' Information as opposed to text which is

'artificial' information; This distinction refers to the elements

of the viewing field which carry the encoded information. TeXt IS

arti!lcial In the sense that meaning is encoded using a set of

constructed syffibols placed In a pattern. Scenes are natural in

the sense that they are made up of representations or ca7icatures

of real world objects.

The elements of a scene are not In the same predictable;

constrained order as a text. Text is constrained by the sequence

of letters 14 words, the sequence of words in a sentence, and the

sequence of sentences In a paragraph. Scenes use elements which

are of varying size, shape, position, and relationship in the
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visual field. Scenes are constrained In the sense that certain

relationships are expected. For example, the sky is up and the

earth is down, or birdt fly and horses walk. But, theSe

constraints are much less rigid than those in texts.

The same spatial and temporal characteristics of eye movement

patterns studied in reading research are important to viewing

scenes. Spatial characteristics of fixation location and sequence

in scenes are viewed in a different way than in texts. In scenes,

the location and sequence of fixations is much less constrained by

the elements of the Information array. Normal English text Is

written in a left to right pattern of lines from the top to the

bottom of a page; Processing of text requires a general

left-right-return pattern, with some variations for regressive eye

movements.

Scene processing does not rely on an external pattern for

basic control of eye movements. OUestions of fixation location

and sequence become ones of predictability. Given the present

location, what Is the probability that the next fixation will be

located In a given area? Or, IS there a predictable, stable

pattern used When viewing scenes? The control of the spatial

patterns of viewing scenes becomes more important than for texts

because of the lack of structure Inherent in scenes.

Fixation sequences In viewing scenes were termed 'scanpaths;'

Norton and Stark (1971) originally formulated the scanpaths theory

postulating a repetitious, sequential, scanning pattern COntrolled
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cognitively by a subject. Gale and Worthington (1983) studied the

effects oi training subjects to use a scanning strategy to direct

their scanpath when viewing chest X-rays, finding some negative

effects of the training. Nodine and KUndel (1987) studied viewing

strategies when searchlha Chett X-rays for tumors; global search

patterns OtOdUdid less effective screening than local intense

vieWing in known target areas. Fisher, Karst, BreitenbaCh. and

Barnette (1983) investigated 5tanpath51 in relation to recognition

tasks InVOlVIng the repeated viewing of Identical or similar

plctUres, concluding that scanpaths were loosely controlled by the

pattern of Information areas in the VieWing scene. Stark and

Ellis (1981) refined the reSearch of Norton and Stark by using

More realistic pictures and ambiguous figures to chart SCalipaths;

they concluded scanning patterns reflect changes in the cognitive

states of the subject. Ahtet and Pentland (1981) studied the

effeCtS On ScanOaths of the presence of unexpected objects in the

Viewing area. They found that within subjects there appears to be

a pattern strategy employed when viewing low context pictures, but

this 1468 hot foUnd to hold between subjects; The results of the

re-Search on scanpaths was not unequivocal concerning either their

existence or their importance in Vistial and cognitive processing;

Another viewing pattern studied was perceptual scan, or the

Site Of the useful field of view in a fixation. Studies by

McConkle & Rayner (1975) and Rayner (1975) fOUnd that when

processing text, the only text analyzed for semantic content was

38
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In an area within +/- one degree of angular rotation from the

center of the fixPtion. Thls Is generally given to be the size of

the foveal area of the eye. Other Information about the text is

obtained from the peripheral area up to about +/- four degrees of

the current point of fixation, but this information Is about word

length and placement, not meaning. Nelson and Loftu8 (1980)

studied perceptual scan in relation to pictures. They concluded

that when viewing pictures, the eye acquired useful, substantive

information from an area of +/- two degrees of angular rotation.

Loftus (1972, 1981) studied fixation duration in relation to

viewing pictures. Originally he hypothesized that memory

performance increased when a large number of short fixations were

made on a scene. Later research under tighter experimental

control revealed that fixation duration was critical to

performance on a memory task. As fixation duration increased, so

did performance on the memory task.

Loftus and Mackworth (1978), Goodman and Loftus (1981), and

Loftus (1981) studied the effect of important information areas in

a scene. These were areas which contained information which

differentiated the viewed scene from others of the same type, or

information which was unexpected or informative. The conclusion

was that these important areas were fixated earlier, more often,

and with longer fixation durations.

Locher and Nodine (1987) studied the effect of symmetry in

viewing abstract art. They differentiated between survey



fiXatiOnt (lengths of 100-300 milliseconds) and examination

flications (length greater than 400 millisecondS). They found 65%

of fixations wer., of the survey type, while only 18% were

examirmtion fixations. When single or double symmetry was present

in A complex display, the axes of symmetry attracted the eye such

that fixations were concentrated along the axeS of symmetry during

an exploratory viewing. However, the number of survey and

examination fixations were not influenced by the presence or

absence of symmetry;

Molnar and Ratsikas (1987) studied the effect of aesthetic

motiVatiOn on viewing patterns. They told one group of subjects

that questions about the content of art workt WoUld be asked after

viewing. The other group Of subjects was told they would be asked

questions about aesthetics of the art works viewed. Average

fixation durations were significantly higher fOr the Aetthetic

group; There was no difference between the groups for the spatial

Issue of Saccade length;

Viewing scenes and reading texts have important diMilarities

and differences. Fixation sequences are MOre predictable when

reading textsi but the presence of important or unexpected

InfOrMation In a scene greatly increases the predictability Of

fixation sequences. The effective perceptUal Span of a fixation

is about twice as Wide fir scenes as for test (+/- four degrees

versus +1= two degrees). Fixation duration in viewing ftenes is

related to the characteristics of the eleMentt Viewed and longer

n
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fixations are associated with concentrated inspection of important

or unexpected elements of the scene; as with text reading.

Symmetry and aesthetic properties cb nOt refer to text, but have

effects on eye movement patterns when viewing scenes.

2.5 nraphical Interpretation Theories

Graphical interpretation theories attempt to explain the

cognitive process of decoding information from a graph. More

specifically, these theories attempt to explain how the human

visual system is able to perceive the Symbolic elements of a graph

and their interrelationships and how the brain translates this

information into a meaningful structure. The basis of these

theories is visual information processing theory.

2.6 Visual Information Processing

Visual information processing theory (Gaarder, 1975) utes the

concept of biofeedback to explain hot:: the brain mediates the

process of visual perception. This feedback model holds that

there Is an interconnection between the eye and the brain which

controls What information is transmitted to the brain fdt

processing; The eye is not just a receptor, like a camera, which

simply records any and all information it receives. Feedback,

prompted by individual bits of information to the brain, 16 sent

to the eye to regulate the next bit Of itiforthatIon to be sent.

The amount of information received by the eye is much more than

the amount sent on tO the brain; The feedback process act8 like a

41
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filter selecting only some iliformatiOn for trantMISSion to the

brain (see Figure 2.)

Information I"
received by the eye

Information "i"
sent to the brain

Eigusua: Biofeedback model of visual perception.

Information reaching the brain it firtt screened for visual

patterns of lined, COWS, texturesi or large continuous areas;

This pre-processing produces a °visual sketch" (Kosslyn, 1965).

The first phase of processing Involves ditcrimination of large or

obvious differences in the VitUal information. Julesz (1981)

refers to this as a preattentive visual process which

instantaneously perceives elements of the visuaI field with little

mental effort. These discriminations ate Organized into

perceptual units WhICh Ate then processed In the next phase; For

example, four equal lines that enclose an area are seen as a

square instead of separate lines.
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These perceptual units are then stored in short-term, or

working memory; At this stage, information critical for correet

Interpretation of the perceptual units is accessed from long-term

memory. General background knowledge and specific knowledge Is

associated with the perceptual units. If no mental frame of

reference for the perceptual unit exittt, then a conscious

reorganization of the viewed pattern in short term memory leads to

a new attempt to interpret the pattern using stored information

(Kosslyn and Pinker, 1983). Only when the proper information is

referenced from long-term memory is the interpretation process

completed.

The "frames" theory of cognitive behavior helps explain the

mental processing involved in acquiring meaning from the

perceptual units. The cognitive theory of frames, as originally

proposed by Minsky (1975) and refined by Davis (1980), provides a

mental structure which helps explain cognitive decoding of

incoming information. A mental frame is defined to be "...a

Specific information-representation structure that a person can

build up In his or her memory and can Subsequently retrieve from

memory when it is needed" (Davit, 1980, p. 170). Frames serve as

attimilation schemas for organizing incoming information. If the

incoming information is not complete, a frame Is able to provide

default values for critical areas to that the frame may be used

effectively. Frames are persistent over time allowing the

4 3
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IndiVidUal to Operate in the same pattern regardless of the

Incoming information.

2.7 Graphical Perception TaSks

Cleveland and McGill (1985) proposed & theory of graphical

perception to explain how quantitative information was extracted

from data graphs. Graphical perception was broken down into

separate elementary decoding tasks. Visual decoding for these

taSkS was defined as . .the instantaneous perception of the

visual field that comes without apparent mental effort" (Cleveland

and McGill, 1985). This instantaneous perception was what Julesz

(1981) called preattentive vision.

Cognitive decoding of graphs was separate from graphical

perception. Cognitive decoding of information in a graph, such as

scale or slope, wat similar to decoding of other types of

quantitative information such as a table of numbert. The power of

graphs came from the ability Of the Ottattentive visual system to

recognize geometric shaper.' and patterns and judge size

relationships;

Ten elementary perceptual taSkt Were identified and ordered

relative to the east a de-coding; The higher an elementary

perceptUal tatk ranked on the list, the less the expected errOt

when that perceptual task was the Main diectiMinatory factor In

interpreting a data graph. (The tatk6 and their ordering is shown

in FigUre 3.)

4 4
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Rank Aspect Judged

1 Position along a common scale
2 Position on Identical but nonaligned scales
$ Length
4 Angle, Slope

Are&
6 Volume, Density, Color saturation
7 Color hue

figiatma: Rank ordering of graph interpretation tasks
(Cleveland and McGill, 1985)

Cartesian graphs were understandable because visual

information Is decoded by perceiving position along a common

scale. This decod:ng by common scale occurred for both the

horizontal and vertical axes. But the real power of a cartesian

graph came from the ability to perceive the horizontal and

vertical values simultaneously and not separately. The

relationship of points (xi, yi) and (xj, yj) in .ne cartesian

plane was the slope of the line segment Joining the two points.

The visual system easily detected the slope relationship in a

graph by imagining a smooth curve through the points (Cleveland

and McGill, 1984).

For example, Figure 4 contains a cartesian graph of data

points. Slope Judgements between individual points and for

multiple points can be made. Slope between the points A and B is

Judged to be less than one, while slope between points C and D is

45
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much greater than one. General Slope Judgements indicate that the

slopq greater on the left side of the graph than on the right.

The eye-mind system judges the relationship in the graph to be

non-linear.

0

2

fiaure 4: A cartesian graph of data points.

Compare Figure 4 with the bar graph In Figure 5. The

information in both graphs is the same, except the Slope

information has been removed from the graph in Figure 5. The x

and y valueS can Still be Judged by position along a common scale.

Slope determination for pairs of individual points and for overall

trends can not be perceived as easily, if at all.
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4

0 xg x9 x9 x9 x9-x9 x9 x9 xv

34

Ii

xv xy x9 Xy x9

r1Aure-5: A bat graph of the same paired x and y values expressed
in Figure 4.

This theory of graphical perceptifin was developed using paper

and pencil performance tasks. No eye movement data were collected

to substantiate the claims of the theory, yet statements about eye

movement patterns are made in relation to decoding of the

elementary graphical perception tasks. Referring to an example of

a cartetian data graph showing the divorce rate over the last 50

years, Cleveland stated:

4 7
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Once the variables being graphed are understoodi we can__
extract quantitative information...at_a_very elementary
menta17-visual_leveLi We_derive_this information by scanning
the_plotting_symbolsi_the_connecting lines, and the scale
Ilnesi and_without consciously looking at the tick mark
labels (Cleveland, 1985, p. 230).

Direct evidence on eye movement patterns in relation to these

elementary graphical perception tasks would help researchers

understand each of the tasks and the interrelationships between

them during graphical decoding.

2.8 Graph Comprehension

Pinker (1M) proposed a theory of graph comprehension which

was broader in scope than Cleveland And McGill's theory. Pinker's

theory addressed cognitive graph comprehension rather than just

preattentive visual processing. The theory made three claims.

First, a large number of two-dimensional shape attrit...ites were

easily and quickly identified by the human visual system. These

attributes included length, shape, orientation, height,

smoothness, continuity, curvature, parallelism, density, and

others. Second, various aspects of data sets were translated into

different visual patterns. For example, some data sets translated

as parallel lines, some as intersecting lines. Third, experienced

graphs readers knew the relationthip between quantitative trends

and visual patterns for different types of graphs. When decoding a

graph, experienced graph readers looked for higher order visual

patterns such as overall shape or trend without having to refer to

individual points to compare them one by one.
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Predictibns of the degree of difficulty a graph reader had

when attempting to decode certain types of InforMation from

certain types of graphs was Summarized in one statement:

TheLease__Of readIng_a_certain_type of information from a
certais_graph_focmat_will_dependon-the lxtent-to which that
graph_format translates that trend Into a single viSUal
pattern_that the visual system-can-automatically extract, and
on_the,extent to which the reader knOWSAhat_the _

correspondence in that fOrMat betWeen the quantitative trend
and the visun pattetn holds (Pinker, 1983, p. 5).

The power of a graph to transmit information was not uniform

across the types of data presented and questions to be anewered.

One type of graph could be good or poor at answering questions

because of the way geometric patterns were encoded in the graph

and the experience of the graph re-ider.

Pinker (1983) conducted three experiments to test this

theory. Results Indicated that the length of elements In the

graph was easier to decode than angle relationships when reading

individual values of the graph. But, When dealing with global

trends, angle relationships between the elements were easier to

decode than length of elements. Subjects were able to translate

visual patterns of the graphs directly to global trends without

looking at individual points when they were familiar with the type

of graph being viewed. Even when not given explicit instructions

About the trend-shape correspondence in a graph, subjectS were

able to Interpret trends effectively when the encoding varabIe

(ie. length or angle) was eady to decode. Graphs were easy or

4 9
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difficult to decode depending on the type of information to be

extracted and the naturally perceivable viSual patterns.

Pinker used paper and pencil performance tasks to gather data

in his experiments. No eye movement data were gathered to

substantiate his findings on why different types of graphs were

easy or difficult to decode. The quettion of whether subjects

really translated visual patterns directly to global trends

without looking at individual points of the graph could have been

answered using eye movement data.

2.9 glow To" Literature

Tufte's (1983) book is an example of a "how to' treatment of

graphical interpretation. Several work! of this nature (Chambers,

Cleveland, Meitner and Tukey, 1983; Cleveland, 1985; Fisher, 1982;

Schmidt, 1983) are available. They treat the topics of

statistical data graphs and maps. Their purpoSe Is to establish

principles of the effective construction and use of data graphs

and charts.

2.10 Summary

Research using eye movement data on reading text and viewing

pictures and natural scenes demonstrates the importance of

variables such as fixation duration, fixation frequency, and

fixation location. Texte and sceneS are not processed In the same

manner. The nature of graphs is a combination of the nature of
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texts and sceneS. How these important variables effect graph

reading and comprehension Is not known.

Graph Interpretation thebtlet OrOVide insights into the power

of the graphical symbol system to convey meaning. Identification

Of the elements of graphical perception allows IngeStIgAtIon of

the effects of each IndividUal element in the OVerill process of

graph reading. Knowing what makes a graph easy or difficult to

understand can clarify how information is pr....::lsed cognitively.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS AHD PROCEDURES

3.1 Introduction

The research study described in thiS Chapter tbek Otte-6

during Autumn Quarter, 1986 and Winter Quarter, 1987 at The Ohio

State Univertity, Columbus, Ohio. The purpose of this research

study was to define and investigate the differenceS betWeen nOvide

and expert graph readers on the dimensions of average fixation

duratlohi percent of total viewing time, and performance on a

Selection and memory task; A further consideraticm Is to relate

the findings on viewing time factors to the dedigh Of hew and more

effective graphing skills curriculum for middle and hiah schools.

ThIS Chapter contains a description of the equipment, populations,

procedures, the instrument, the analysis technIqUeSi the

limitations of the StUdY, and the statistical analyses used;

3.2 Equipment Used in the Study

Data m eye fixation location and duration Were gathered

using a MicroMeaSurements System 1200 Eye Monitor. This

InStrument uSes an RCA TC2611/U infrared sensitive television

camera to track the pupil of a viewer's eye. The syttem hat a

range of +/- 20 degrees with a sampling rate of 60 Hz. An IBM

39
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PC/XT micro computer with an IBM Data Acquisition and Control

board was used to present graphical displaysi collect and Organize

the data, and display it in SeVeral appropriate formats.

The IBM Data Adquisition and Control board is a

digital/Analog conversion device Installed In the IBM micro

computer; This device allowed the collection Or tranSMistiOn Of

analog (continuous) or digital (diScrete) data and the conversion

of data frOM One form to the other; Oreration of the Data

Acquisition and Control board Is through machine language

subroutines accessed from the Operating programs; Data Is fed

into the IBM computer from the eye tracking instrument through the

Data Acquisition and Control board and stored in a numerical array

within the operating program.

3.3 Definitions

Digital data coming from the eye tracking instrument IS in

the form of a 16 bit binary number which 18 updated 60 times a

second. The upper 8 bits represent the vertical position of the

eye, and the lower 8 bits represent the horizontal position. A

single data point Is one 16 bit binary number. Each Single data

point is made up of a location in the viewing field and a set

duration of 1/60 th of a second. The location of a data point Is

given as a set of coordinates In the cartesian plane with the

origin (point (0,0)) in the middle of the viewing field. When the

eye la looking to the upper right of the field, both coordinates

of each data point are positive. When looking to the lower right,
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the coordinates of each data point have a positive horizontal

value and a negative vertical value. The viewing field Is

organized in exactly the same manner as mathematical graphs in a

four quadrant cartesian plane.

Fixation duration is the length of time the eye fixates on a

specific location in the viewing field. DUration of a flkatiOn is

calculated by multiplying the nUMber of single data points at a

spedific location by 1/60. For example, is a single fixation was

made up of 25 single data points, then the fixation duratiOn WOuld

be .417 seconds or 417 milliseconda.

A minimum fixatiOn is defined to be a fixation in one

location for at least 50 milliseconds (.05 seconds). At the rate

of 60 data points per second, 3 data points represent exactly 50

milliseconds, the length of a minimum fixation. In order to

constitute a minimum fixation, the horizontal Ang vertical

position of the eye must be the same for three successive data

points. This sampling rate is three times faster than a minimum

fixation, and is sensitive enough to differentiate accurately

between actual fixations and data gathered during eye jumps.

The neighborhood of a fixation is an area within +/- 2

measurement units in the horizontal and vertical direction of a

specific location; For example, if the location of a fixation

registered as (-15, +12) then the neighborhood of that fixation

would be between -17 and -13 in the horizontal direction and

between +10 and +14 In the vertical direction. Because of the
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presence of microscopic eye tremors and the sensitivity of the

MicroMeasurements 1200 machine, the location of a fixation may not

register exactly the same x-y coordinate reference throughout the

entire fixation. Establishing a neighborhood of proximity around

a fixation allows the correct meaturement of the duration and

location of the fixation.

The process of calculating the duration of the fixation has

several steps. After the beginning of a fixation is established

by the minimum fixation definition of three data points, each

SucceStIve data point is examined to see If It WI'S within the

defined neighborhood of the established minimum fikation. Data

points that are In the defined neighborhood are added to the

current fixation. The end of the current fixation is signaled

when a single data point falls the neighborhood test of +/- 2

measurement units. Once a fixation it terminated, its length in

seconds IS determined by the number of data points in the

neighborhood multiplied by 1/60, the length in secondS of one data

point. The location of the fixation is taken to be the average of

the coordinate values of the points in the fixation for both the

horizontal and vertical directions.

A sustained fixation is a fixation of 50 Mee. or more within

a defined neighborhood of the fixation without moving out of that

neighborhood. Movement out of a neighborhood and then back into

the same neighborhood la defined to be two separate fixations in

that neighborhood. Data smoothing involves combining all data
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points which occur In a given neighborhood of A fiXAtion into one

fixation with a duration and a location.

3.4 Populations

Two populations were operationally defined for the purposes

of the study. The 'expert' population was defined to be graduate

students and professors in mathematics and mathematics education

currently enrolled or employed at The Ohio State University. The

underlying qualification for a subject's inclusion in the expert

group was the amouht of experience he/she had In reading,

constructing, and interpreting mathematical line graphs. A

significant part of this experience with mathematical graphs comes

from the process of learning calculus and other higher level

mathematical subjects. It Is In these courses that graphs are

used to display relationships, develop concepts, and solve

problems.

The 'novice population was defined to be students who placed

in level 4 or 5 on the OSU Mathematics Placement Test and who were

currently enrolled in Math 050 or Math 075 at The Ohio State

University. The OSU Mathematics Placement Test Is the test given

to all entering students to determine their appropriate placement

level in the mathematics course sequence. A placement in le

or 5 on this test means that these students are considered

'remedial' and must take non-credit courses to make up their

deficiencies before credit courses in mathematics can be taken.

Math 050 and Math 075 are the two non-credit remedial courses
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given at The Ohio State University. They consist of a review of

high school Algebra.

The two populations chosen were both from groups at The Ohio

State University for two reasons. First, the availability of

qualified subjects is much greater in the university community.

Subjects considered expert In reading and using mathematical

graphs would be difficult to identify in a general population.

The availability cf novice subjects at Ohio State Is also great

because of the large number of students who qualify for remedial

mathematic!.

The other reason for the selection of the groups of subjects

from the University community had to do with age and development.

No matter how the novice population was defined, the expert

population had to be defined much as it was. Choosing a group of

novice subjects who where in middle School, on the other hand,

would have introduced unavoidable developmental differences

between the two groups studied. In an effort to reduce the error

and more carefully measure the actual graphical processing

differences between experts and novices, the two groups needed to

be closer in age.

During the pilot study, an expert/novice dichotomy was

studied. In that study, experts were from the same population as

defined for thiS Study. The novIce group in the pilot study was

Selected from graduate students at Lte University who were

classified as nonmathematical because of their background and
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training. The varied backgrounds of this novice group actually

caused some concern because of the wide differences from subject

to subject. There was little or no control over whether these

subjects really had much experience with using mathematical

graphs. It was decided that the novice group for the larger

research study should come from a more homogeneous population.

Hence, the novic_s were defined aS Stated above.

Novice subjectS were chosen on a volunteer basis from random

Math 050 And Math 075 classes at the University. Expert subjects

were also volunteers, but from a much smaller base population than

the novice group. Expert Subject-5 included In this study did not

participate in the pilot study. The original research plan was

for 25 subjects in each group. New subjects were added to each

group until 25 valid data sets for each group Were collected. In

all, data was collected from 28 novice subjects and 27 expert

subjects. Three novices and two experts were eliminated from the

study because of collection problems with the IBM computer and

problems with certain properties of eyes. Early in the data

collection procett, three subjects were lost from the study

bvcause of disk errors in saving data. One subject WAS eliminated

because she was wearing dark eye liner and the eye tracking

equipment would not track her pupil. Another subject's data was

invalid because he did not open his eyes far enough for the eye

tracker to get a good view of the pupil. The total number of
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subjects Ohose data was subjected to analysis was 50, 25 experts

and 25 novices.

3;5 Instrumentation

Subjects In the study viewed six mathematical graphs. All

graphs were similar enough so that they contained the same

physical features; The graphs were of continuous polynomial

functions having features such as maximum and minimum values, axis

intercepts, and smooth, continuous shape; The graphs represented

quadratic and cubic polynomial functions in a four quadrant plane

(see Appendix A, Figures 14 through 19). During the presentation

to the subjectsi the graphs were generated on an IBM PC computer

in high resolution graphics mode C640 x 200 resolution). Each of

the graphs was plotted on axes that were scaled identically.

The performance task consisted of a ftt of i've multiple

choice distractors for each of the six graphs (see Appendix A,

Figures 20 through 25). The distractors were created to be

similar in shape to the actual graph, but differing In important

aspects such as intercept values, maximum and minimum points, or

spread of the function. Sorting for the correct distractor

depended on the subject remembering important numerical

information about the viewed graph. The distractors for each

graph were presented on one sheet of paper and were large enough

so that information about the viewed graph could be written

directly on the chosen distractor.
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3.6 Procedures of the Study

Eye tracking data were collected on an individual basis with

one member of the population being observed at a time. The order

in which the subject! Were tedted wat not important since the data

collection Wad on an individual basis; Data were gathered on

fixation duration and the horizontal and vertical poaition of the

eye in the visual display. Raw data were Stored directly on

magnetic computer disks and could be repeatedly analyzed in

eXactly the same configuration as when the original tests were

performed.

The data collection procedure consisted of 8 trials with the

firSt and last trial being a scaling routine for calibrating the

eye tracking machine to the IBM computer. The scaling routine

consisted of reading an array of digits (1 to 9) In a three rows

by three column0 pattern (see Appendix A, Figure 26). Because of

individual physiological differences in the eye, each subject had

a different scale. Two scaling trials were done for more correct

calculation of the scale for each subject.

Each of the Si* griOh reading trials was a unit in that a

graph was read and the accompanying task was performed before

another graph and task were presented. An effort WaS made to

minimize confuSion factors from one graph to the next by making

each trial separate. Data storage time allowed subjects time

between trials to relax and prepare for the next trial.

60
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The second trial in the data collection procedure was a

practice Settion using graph II (see Appendix A, Figure 14). All

subJects used the same practice graph. All procedureS Were the

same during the practice graph reading ae duling the actual

treatment except no data were stored on disk from the practice

graph. SUbjects were aware that the first graph reading was a

practice session. Subjects were able to get a feel for the

viewing and performance tasks by doing thit practice graph. After

the practice task, Subjects were asked if there were any questions

or concerns &lout what they were expected to do. Of all the

subjects tested, only two had any questions after the practice

session.

The other five graph reading trials were for data collection.

The five graphs presented In these five trials were the same for

each subject. The order of presentation of the five graphs was

rotated. Every sixth subject viewed the graphs in the same order.

Thit helped spread the training effect during the data collection

sessions evenly across all the trials.

SubjectS Were given general Instructions before the viewing

sessions began. The instructions Included information about the

order of the trials In the sequence and the nature and purpote of

the scaling trials. They were told that they would have a

practice trial Where no data would be collected; They were not

given Information about the specific mathematical functiont
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represented or other clues about the graphs except that the graphs

were mathematical graphs.

Instructions about the performance task were general In

nature. Subjects were Shown the set of distractors for the

practice graph as an example of what the task work sheets looked

like. They were told to find among the five choices the graph

they had just viewed and to write down important information about

that graph on the chosen distractor. Subjects were told that they

could write down any Information they thought was Important

including numbers, words, descriptions, or other things they

chose. Subjects were not instructed to include any specific

pieces of Information and the words °intercept," 'scale,"

°maximum," and 'minimum" were not use in the instructions. When

doing the performance task, subjects were allowed as much time as

they wished.

Graphs were viewed for up to one minute each. Subjects were

instructed to view each graph for as long as they wieled up to the

one minute limit. They were told that speed was not a factor in

their performance. Each viewing session began with a signal from

the operator to begin reading the graph. Subjects immediately

moved a switch to activate the presentation monitor and the graph

appeared. When the subject chose to end the viewing, he/she moved

a switch to turn off the monitor showing the graph. Tht elapsed

time for reading the graph was recorded using a stopwatch. (If

the one minute viewing limit was reached, the graph disappeared
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from the monitor.) Immediately after turning off the monitor, the

subjects were given the performance task. Subjects were allowed

to remove their heads from the head rest and fill out the

performance task work sheet.

3.7 Analysis Techniques

Analysis of the eye scanning data on average fixation

duration and percent of total viewing time was done by

superimposing a square grid system over each graph. The graphs

were blocked with a grid of .833 inch squareS Which represents

half the unit length for the cheater' eicele of the graphs. The

was positioned in such a manner thAA the origin of the coordinate

system !s in the center of a grid square (see Figure 6). There

were 9 rows and 11 columns making 99 Separate areas or blocks In

each graph. The blocks were all of equal area, so the probability

Lf a random fixation In any one square was equal to approximately

,'' or 1%. Specific features of the grapht, Such at scale values

or -fis intercepts, were blocked in the viewing area. Measurement

of tht two dependent variables was per block. This means for

Fxampl-, that when an average fixation duration was repo-ted, it

Jar the average fixation for those fixations which occurred within

the limits of a particular block. When the percent of total time

was calculated, It was the percent of the total time that was

spent in the different blocks of the graphs.
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figure 6: Grid analysis system superimposed over graph *4.

Thit Woicking technique allowed selection of specific regions

for the information contained within them. For eXaMplei broCkt

coritaining axes Intercepts wete I-deflated for Investigation. In

the !VT, way that a litigUist or reading researcher identifies key

functico words or parts of speech within a text passagei blOtking

a graph a'lowed identification Of plates in the Viewing area that

containeo Amportant infOrMation for the correct interpretation of

a geaph. The determination of the Importance of certain pleces of

information in the graph Is well-establithed bY the function of



these pieces of information In the graph and by mathematical

convention.

Blocks of the graphs were labeled in kith-eel-del order starting

from the upper left corner from 1 and proceeding to the right to

11. The second row contained blocks number 12 through 22, and so

Oh. The numbering scheme was for differentiatiOn, nOt tO indicate

any ranking of

Total v 4 JiVen block was the sum of all

fixatiors 3e; Viewing time for each graph read was

-different for ed:., .ioJect; viewing thee in a grid area was

not reported :n seconds, but AS a percent of the total elapsed

time. Each individual graph reader spent varying elapsed time

viewing each graph because of individUal difference!. For an

effective comparison, the elapsed title faCtor Was equalized across

subjects by using the percent of elapsed time data.

Maps showing the dependent variables for each block of each

graph were created for each subject. The IndividUal Subject maps

were the basis of comparison for the eXpert and novice groups of

subjectt. For the five graphs in the study, there were two maps

for each of the 50 subjects for a total of 500 mapt. For each

subject, one map showed the percent viewing time and another

showed the average fixation duration over each block in the graph.

(see Appendix A, Figures 27 and 28).

Data from the performance task waS in the form of a score

between 0 and 12 on each of five graphs, or a score between 0 and
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60 for the aggregate of the five graphs. Points on the

performance task were awarded on the basis of the sUbjectS'

choices of graphs from the sets of distracters and the accuracy of

the additional information they provided. If a subject did not

choose the correct distracter for the viewed graph, no points were

awarded even if the additional numerical information provided was

correct. For each graph, two points were awarded for each of the

following categories:

1. correct graph

2. x intercepts

3. y Intercepts

4. correct scale in the horizontal and vertical

direction

5. relative or absolute maximum values

6. relative or absolute minimum values

3.8 Statistical Design

The statistical design of the Study was a multivariate

factorial design comparing experts to novices across selected

blocks of the five graphs. Blocks of a graph selected for

analysis were determined by their content. Three categories of

blocks were established before analysis began. They are:

1. Important blocks

2. less important blocks

3. unimportant blocks
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Important blocks are defined to be those blocks of a graph

which contain essential information concerning the correct

interpretation of the graph. These essential pieces of

information include the origin (point (0,0), x-axis interceptS,

y-axis intercepts, relative maximum values, relative minimum

values, and scale values directly related to maximum and minimum

values.

Less important blocks are defined to be those blocks of a

graph which contain pieces of information about the graph other

than the important blocks. These less important pieces of

information include general scale values, shape of the curve, and

labels.

Unimportant blocks are defined to be those blocks of a graph

containing no information about the graph or blocks where both

groups of subjects spent less than or equal to 1% of their total

time. The 1% level represents what might be expected for a

completely randOM diStribUtidh Of fixations on the 99 blocks.

majority of the 99 blocks of each graph fall into this category.

Analysis of the eye tracking data was dOne tising Multivariate

Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) frdill the SPSS=X statistical analysis

computer program. Important blocks of a graph were identified.

These blocks were then analyzed for differences betWeen experts

and novices for the percent Of tOtal tit* and average fixation

duration variabled. The same procedure was followed for less

67
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IMOOrtant blocks of the graph; These procedures were repeated for

each of the five graphs In the study.

Further statistical analysis Of the eye tracking data was

done using two different correlation coefficients. The magnitudes

of the cell means for the two dependent variables Over each group

were ranked; Spearman Rank COrrelatitin Ctieffitlents were

calculated for comparisons between and within experts and novices

for the tWo dependent variable; Pearson ProdUct-Moment

Correlation Coeffipients were calculated for the SaMe comparisons

using the cell mans.

StatiStical analysis of the data from the performance task

WAS a t-test of the difference between the two groUp Meant;

3;9 Limitations

There are two important limitations of this study which must

be addret6ed; One concerns the statistical analysiS and the Other

the task performed by the subjects in the Study;

Data collection using eye tracking equipment is time

contUming and expensive because it is done on an individual bat16.

Alsoi the quantity of data from one subjftt the Ohe graph is

large; One minute of data constitUteS 3600 pairs of data values.

Each subjett had up to 5 minutes of data; As a result, the site

of the sample is relatively small. This means that when using the

MANOVA statistical procedure, care must be taken to limit the

number of variableS IntrodUced into the matrix at one time.

Entering all 99 blocks of a graph into the analysis at one time
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Would cause erroneous results in the analysiS. Hence, the number

of blocks entered into the analysiS at any one time must be

limited to less than 12, with a better value being 7 or 8.

The task of choosing the graph just viewed and entering values

for specific points from memocy had some limitatIonc.. The tasc

was a memory task. More importantly, the task was intended to

focus the subjects' attention on what they considered to be the

moSt important aspects of the graphs. ASking one or more specific

questions about one graph would have biased the subjects' focus on

the following graph. For example, if subjects were asked to

identify the y-intercept after viewing the first graph, then they

would probably attend to the y-Intercept fit-St or more often on

the second graph. On the Other hand, too general a task would not

have focused the subjects' attention In any manner. To Say °Just

loOk at these graphs" was a non-task. This study't purpose was to

identify important variables related tO graph interpretation;

This performance task made sUbjects focus on what they considered

important When reading a mathematical graph. Evidence from a

pilot study supported this belief.
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CHAPTER IV

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

Statistical analysis Of the 04 tracking data from the five

graphs used in this #tudy was separated Into two general

citesbries: J) important blocks of the graphsi and 2) less

importel blocks of the graphs. Important blocks were the areas

of the graphs which COntained iMpOrtant Information for

inte,Tretatidh Of the graph; The less important blocks were the

areas of the graphs which contained Information Whith was not as

critical as the important blockS fOr the interpretation. The

two-way factorial design of the Study produced two main effect

terms and one interaction term between the main effects. The two

main effects were labeled 'block' and 'training." The 'block°

independent varlahle referred to the treat or blocks of the graphs

used as the unItS of analytis. The 'training" independent

variable referred to the expert versus novice levels of training.

The two dependent variables defined In the Study were: 1) the

percent of total time Spent within blocks of the graphs, and 2)

the average fiXation duration within blocks of the graphs.

Multivariate ardysis of variance (MANOVA) wait the Statistical

procedure used to test fo7 dlfferencet between the groups of
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Subjects. The MANOVA pr.Jeedure produced univariate results to

test the two dependent variables separately within the two main

effects.

The main purpose this study was to explore the differeiner

between experts and rivIcpc when viewing mathematical graphs,

the statistical analysia, the 'training" independent varia,

defined this difference. Since there were only two levels of

training, post hoc analyses procedures were not need( 1 to

delineate significant differenceS between the levels of training.

In all cases where significant differences were found, the experts

had higher mean values than the novices.

The main effect for block did not test for differences

between exp:ts and novices. The block main effect pooled all

subjects into one group and tested for differences between bl)cks

for the two dependent variables. For example, significant main

effects for block indicated that when different blocks of a graph

were viewed, subJectS (at one group) ha( significant differences

from block to block for the two dependent variables.

Univariate significance for the two dependent variables under

the block main effect had a Similar interpretation. For example,

if significant differences were indicated for average fixation

duration under the main effect for block, then the conclusion was

that subJects as a group had different average fixation durations

when looking at different blockt of a graph.
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ResultS of the main effect for block did not produce

important information about the differences between experts and

novices. Information from the analysis of this main effect gave

insight into the graphical Symbol Syttem ItSelf. The lack of

significant interaction between training and block was indicative

of the parallelism in the data across blocks of the graph. Thit

parallelism also gave insight Into the power of the Symbol system.

The implications about the symbol System will be discussed in the

next chapter.

Information about the differences behieen eXperts avd novicel

In how they attended tO the blitiekt of the graphs was obtaIn,-

through two correlations of the of cell means; fte procedure wasT

nonparametric (Spearman Rank Correlation) and one Was parametric

(Pearson Correlation). These otocedUred COMPared experts to

novices for each of the two dependent variables, Ad compared each

gedup of subjects to itself for the two dependent Aables.

4.2 Research Hypotheses

To find if experts differed from novices for the two time

related dependent variables, the following null hypotheses were

proposed. Null hypotheses Hol and Ho2 refer to the important

blocks of the five graphs and null hypotheses Ho3 and Ho4 refer to

the less important blocks of the graphs.

Hol: Therc is no significant difference between experts and

novices in the percent of total time spent looking at

blocks of a graph which contain important information.
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Ho: There it no significant difference between experts and

novices in their average fixation dUratiOn When lboking

at blocks of a graph WhiCh contain important

Information.

Hoi There is no significant difference between expects And

novices in the percent of total time Spent looking at

blocks of a graph which contain less important

IL:ormation.

Ho i There Is no significant difference betWeen eXPerts and

novices in their average fixatitin duration when looking

at blockS Of a grat.h which contain less important

information.

Ho5: There is no difference between IMportent and less

Important blocks in the correlation between and within

hbViteS and experts for their average fixation duratim

and percent of total time variables tictos8 the five

graphs viewed.

There is no significant difference between novices and

experts in their scores on the performance task.

4.3 Results

Table 1 containS the significance levels from the

mu!tiVariate and univariate statistiral tests for the important

blockt of Ule five graphs used in the Study. Table 2 contains

simi ar information for the less important blocks of the five

graphs.
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TABLE 1

Significance Levels for Percent_of_Total Time

and Average Fixation itratice

by Block and Training for 'portant, blocks of the

Viewed Graphs

61

GraphS 2 4 6

N U

Training by Block .119 .089 .401 .215 .19

Percent Total_Time .825 1 .00 .151 .046
Average ttration .122 .886 .162

BIOCk .000** .000** .0000 .000** .000**

Percent Total Time .000** .000ti .000ii .000** -.1000**

Average Duratiow .000** .000iii .000** .000** .0004#

Training .000*# .858 .044* .000** .0164

Percent Total Time .0 .994 .954 .0054 .300
Average Duration .001*# .684 .0384 .000** ;005*

** p ( .005 * p ( N = NUItivariate U = Univariate



TABLE 2

Siglificance Leven foriPercent_ of Total Time

and Metageilettion_biration

by Block and Training for lipas Important Blocks of the

Viewed Graphs

62

Graph 3 4 5 6

N U

Training by Meek .192 .561 .403 .191

Training

Percent TOtal Time

betage Butatico

.122 .403 .157 446 .231

Percent Total Time .175 .388 .832 ;095 .061
Average I:oration .078 .249 .158 ;202 .313

Block .0010 .00411. .00044 .000ai .0010

POOR Taal Tile ;0011111 .094 .0000 .00044 ;0000
beige Duration .0010 .0030 .00044 .0004 ;0010

.196 .37 237 ,no
;167 .637 ..060 .B6 .932

at p ( ;005 ep ( .05 N = Noltivariatt U Univariate

Rettfltt of the analysis Indicated that there Wert he

significant training-by-block interactions for any of the five

graphs. This was true for bat; the important blocks and the lest

Important blOCks Of the graphs; Testing for block and training

Main effects proceeded in the absence of isignifiCant interaction

between the main effects variables.
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Multivariate tests for the block Main effedt showed

significance for all graphs in bOth the important blocks and less

important blocks categories; Univariate tests for percent of

total time and average fixation duration within the main effect

for block showed significance in all cadet but one; For the less

important blocks of graph *3, the univariate test of percent of

total tite falleo to achieve significance;

Training was the variable of main IntereSt. ReSults of the

analysis for the training main effeet thOWed differences between

the two categories Of blOCks and the two dependent variables. In

the analysis of the important blocks of the graphs (see Table 1),

multivariate tests showed significance fot fair of the five

graphs Only graph *3 failed to adhieVe significance;

ExaminatiOn tlf the univariate results for thtse four graphs showed

that in all four cases the average fixation duration Variable

achieved significance. The percent Of total time variAble

achieved SignifiCance only fOr graph $5.

The results were different for the less important blOckt Of

the graphs (see Table 2). In the analysis Of thete blOcks; none

of the multivariate tests for the training main effect achieved

significance. Interpretation of the univariate tests was not

appropriate In light of this lack of significance. HOwever,

examination of these univariate reSUlts ShOWed that neither of the

dependent variables achieved Significance for cny of the five

graphs.
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4,4 An bample

Figure 7 shows an example of one of the graph-6 (graph *5)

showing the grid system of blockS and the blocks used in the

analysis. The important blocks of this graph are blocks 47, 48,

49, 50, 51, 71, and 72 (indicated by an asterisk). These blockt

contain the three axes intercepts, the origin (point (0,0)), scale

values, and information about the minimum value of the graph. The

less important blocks of this graph are blocks 28, 390 40, 46, 52i

61, and 83. These blocks contain information &tibia the scale of

the axes in areas not aS et-MCA] fOr interpretation of the graph.

Appendix B0 Figures 29 thrOUgh 32, contains similar

representations of the other four graphs used In the shaW: .
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:...ignificance levels for the training main effect fOr graOh

*5, given in Table 1, indicate that tignifidant differences were

found between experts and noVices for both percent of total time

(0 = .005) and average fixation duration (p * .000) when vieWing

the important blocks; Table 3 shows the ValUt Of those

differences for each important block for both dependent variables.

The differences between the groups of subjects (in the column

Marked °Diff.°) are all positive; except for the percent Of total

time In block 47; The pooitive values indidate that the experts

had higher Mean values than the novices. The magnitude of the

differences gives an Indication of the size of the differences

between the groups. These differences Were signifidant for both

variables;

Table 3

Cell Means and_Differences
for Averatre ii_ation Duration and Percent of Total Time

foe bunani Blocks of Graph *5

Average Fixation Duration

Exp. Nov. Liff.

Percent Taal Time

Exp. Nov. Diff.

BloCk 47 .402 .284 +.118 10.439 12.985 -2.546
MOO 48 .356 .285 +.071 7.755 6.779 +1.976
BlOCk 49 .301 .131 +.170 7.751 2.175 +5.576
Block 50 ;490 .422 +.068 10.741 10.064 40.677
Block 51 ;479 .391 4.(18 15.915 12.879 +3.036
Block 71 .241 .129 +.112 4.167 1.506 +2.661
Block 72 .436 .366 4.070 13.974 9.929 +4.045
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Figures 8 and 9 are graphical plots of the cell means found

Table 3 for the important blocks of graph *5. Plotting the

cell means In this manner Shows graphically the parallelism from

block to block between expert6 and novices for the two dependent

variables. Significant parallelism was Indicated by the lack of

Significant interaction of the maln effect for block and training.

These plots also show the variation in tht cell means from block

to block which IS Indicated by the significant results for the

block main effect.

20

Yloure 8: Plot of cell means for percent o total time of the
Important blocks of graph *5.
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figure 9: Plot of cell means for the average fixation duration of
the important blocks of graph *5.

Significance levels for the training main effect for graph

*5, given In Table 2, show no significant differences between

experts and novices when viewing less important blockS of

graph *5. This was true for both the multivariate and well as the

univariate tests (multivariate: p = .445; univariate: p = .237 and

p = .256. Table 4 shows the sign and magnitude of the

differences between the cell means for these ICS! important

blocks. For each dPpendent variable, five of the seven difference

values are negative, showing higher cell means for novices. The

magnitude of the differences is relatively small Since it is not

significant.

SO
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_ --Cell Neans_and_Differences
for Average Fixation Duration and Percent_of Total Time

for Less Important Blocks of Graph #5

Average Fixation Duration

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Percent Total Time

Exp. Nov. Diff.

BlOCk 28 .084 .134 -.050 0.517 1.426 -0.909
Block 39 ;085 ;155 -.070 0.603 1.691 -1.088
Block 40 ;042 ;075 -.033 0.217 1.824 =1.607
Block 46 .140 .171 -.031 3.374 2.433 +0.941
Block 52 .200 .284 =.084 3.771 7.700 -3.929
Block 61 .218 .122 +.096 3.271 1.134 +2.137
Block 83 .131 .113 +.018 2.224 2.282 -0.058

Figures 10 and 11 show graphical plots for the cell means

found In Table 4 for the less important blocks of graph *5.

Agalni the parallelism In the data Is evident. as Is the variation

from block to block.
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I I

0
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gx? NOV

figure 10: Plot of :ell means for the percent of total time for
the less important blocks of graph *5.

figure II: Plot of cell means for the average fixation duration of
the less important blocks of graph *b.
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Appendix C, Tables 11 through 18, contains numerical tables

of cell means and differences fa the No categories of blocks for

graphs *2, *3, *4, and *6. AS was the case with Tables 3 and 4

above, the difference between experts and novices for each of the

two dependent variables is given as a signed nUMber. These signec:

numbers indicate the direction and Magnitude of the differences

between the groups. Appendik B, Figures 33 thrfsJgh 48, contains

graphical plots *f the cell means from Tables 11 through 18.

4.5 Hypotheses Test Results

Null hypotheses HOi and HOi dea)t with t e important blocks

category of the analysis. For graphs *2; *J. *A and *6, null

hypothesis Hot was accep'.ed. This indicate-I when viewing

important blocks, there Wag no Significant difference between

experts and novices for the percent of total time spt : in blocks.

NUll hypotheses Hol was rejected for graph 415i indicating a

significant difference between groups Of tUbjects in the percent

of total time spent in tlA inOurtant blocks; Experts scored

significantly higher aw this variable (see Table 3).

NUll hypothesis 1102 was rejected for graOs *2i *4, *5, and

*6. The results indicated that Significant differences were found

between experts and novices for their average fixation duration in

nportant blocks of the five graphs. In all CateSi experts had

Significantly higher average fixation dUrations than novices (see

Table 3 and Appendix Ci Tablet 11, 15, and 17); Null hypothesis

1102 Was accepted for graph *3 only.
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Null hypotheses Ho3 and Ho4 dealt with the lett itportant

blocks of the graphs. Both Of these hypotheses were accepted for

all five graphs. No significant differences were found between

ekpert# ana novices for either the percent of total tiMe or the

average ilcon duration when viewing less iMpOrtant blocks of

the five graphs.

Table 5 contains a summary of th results of the hypotheses

tett:: iior null hypotheses Hoi to Ho4 for the fiVe graphs viewed;

Hypotheses dealing with Iwortant bit:mkt of the graphs are labeled

with an asterisk (*). The other hypothes dea:t with less

iMportt.nt blocks;

Table 5

Summary_of,Results,of the,Tests of
Null_Hypotheses Ho1 ,to_Ho4 for

the Five Viecito Graphs

Graph 6

NUll
Hypotheses

* Hoi A A A A
* Ho P A

Ho3 A A A A
Ho4 A A A A

A = Accept P = Reject
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4.6 Ft:milts of the Performance Task

The performance task associated vlth this study was to select

the correct graph from a set of five distractors and to write down

important nume-ical information about the graph; Points were

awarded based on selection of the correct distractor and 'rie

presence and correctness of numerical information abOut the graph.

No points were awarde,.. .f the wrong distractor was chosen; even if

the numerictl thformation provided was correct; Possible scores

were from 0 to 12 for eacn gr.4; nr fru: 0 to 60 for each SUbject

across the five graphs in th z;;,,Jr. ;k1tual scores ranged from 16

to 56 for the exptrts and 6 to 29 for the novices; Tabia 6

contAins a summary of the for the two groups of

Table 6

Means and Standard Deviations of the Performance Task
for Expe:t "" Novices

Exoerts Novices

Mean: 35.68 15.12

Standard Deviation: 13.68 5.75

Sample Size: 25 25

A T-test was performed comparing the two sample means;

value of t = 6.93 on 48 degrees of freedom was calcula.ed.
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Significance of this value wat On the Order of p < .0005; Experts

Scored significantly higher than novices Gn the performance task.

NuIlliypothesis No -was rejected on the basis of is test.lo th

4.7 pearman Rank Correlation vll Means

The analysis of the dati for important and less important

blocks of the five graphs showed a strong pattern. The

multivariate tests for the block Main effect Otte significant In

all ten analyses of IMpOrtant and less important blocks. Except

for graph *3, all univarlate tests showed significant differences

between blocks for both the percent of total tiMe and average

fixation duration variablet. As a Meat-A/re of how these varims

block4 differ between experts and novtles, a numerical rankim. of

the cell means of each block was done for both percent of total

time and average fixation d.iltiOn Vatiablet. These rankings were

done for both important and less Important blocks of each graph.

The theory behind the ranking wa9 the higher values for the two

dtpendent variables indicated a higher degree Of IMPOrtance

associated with that bltiCk. For ekample, on the impertant blocks

Of graph *2, experts had the longest average fixation duration

when viewing block 50 (see Apptndix C, Table 11). The Seven

blocks ey.amined were ranked In order at 50, 28; I7i 54, 52, 19,

tnd 26. Novices had the longest average fixation duration when

viewing block 28; Their seven blocks were ranked 28, 50, 17, 54,

52, 26; and 19.

86
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This ranking gave some indication of the order Of importance

Subjects attached to the different blockt. More total time spent,

or longer average fixation dUratiOnt indicated more processing

time spent at a location. More puuccuuing lime Media belleu

underetand'ng or recall of the details viewed. A high positive

correlation between experts and novicet indicated that time

t4ctors were allocated tri giVen areas of the graph in a similar

ner regardless of the level of training. A low correlation

indicated that level of training made a difference when allocating

viewing time to different blOCkt. A negative correlation

indicated that profound differences existed for time allocation

between eXperts and novices;

The number of a given block had hd relationship to its

relative value, but only repreSented its position in an array.

The Spearman Rank Correlation test was used to test the strength

Of the correlation between the experts' anti nöVides for the

rankings on the two dependent Vatiables. in the analysis, experts

were compared to novicet for each dependent variables. For

exaMplei the average fixation duration ranking for the important

blocks of graph *2 af given abovei Were obi-related with each

other; The resul was a SOtatMen Rank Correlation Coefficient of

.929 (p = .012). The same expert/nokice cPrrelat,n for the less

iMpOrtant blocks of graph *2 yields a SpearMan Rank Correlation

Coefficient of ;39 (p * .168).
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Table 7 contains a summary of the Spearman Rank Correlation

Coefficients and significance levels for the various btlgiadt

subjects comparisons. Significance levels indicate the

probability that the actual correlation is different than zero;

Significance levels less than ;05 indicate a high probabill;.!

the actual correlation Is not equal to zero; based on the observed

data. Significance levels greater than ;05 Indlca a lack of

sufficient evidence to support the claim that the actual

correlations are different than zero.

Table 7

Spearman Rank-Correlation Coefficients for the
Cparns Experts_and Novices for

Percent of fotal Time and Average Fixation Duration

Graph

Percent Total Time

1
4 5

Important_Blks4 1;000_ ;933_ ;650_ ;679 .929
Significance ;007* ;004* ;033* .048* .007*

Less Impt. Blks. .607 .286 .905 .536 .405
Significance .069 .242 .008* .095 .112

Average Fixation DUri

Important_Blks; ;929- :750- .633 .964 .786
Significance .012* .017* .037* .0094 .019*

Less-Impt.-Blks,
SighifIcance

.393
:168

;429

;14?

;667_

;039*
;464

;128

;714-

;016*

* p ( ;05
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Correlations in this comparison were all poctive.

Correlations between experts and n&ideS for important blocks were

significant for all five fittli; Corretations for less important

blocks were not significant except for three cases (graph *4 for

both dependent variables and graph *6 fOr a4erage fixation

duration). These result:1 Intildate that there was a high degree of

similarity between experts and novices when vioving IMportant

Cks and less similarity when viewing test IMOOttant blocks uf

the graphs;

As a meaSvre of subjects' consistency between the two

dtpendent variables; Kuhia subject comparisons were made using

the same rankings hf cell means. EaCh gtoup Of subjects was

correlated t. Itself across the two dependent variables; For

exampleo e*perts' scores on the percent of total time variable

were correlated to their own scores for aVerage fixation duration;

Hich positive correlationo indicated that subjects allocated

total viewing time and fixation duration time In the samt ma2ner.

A IOW or negative correlation Indicated that subject had little or

nc similarity In their allocatlon Of the tWo time factors from

blr7k to block. Table 8 contains the Spearman Rank Correlation

COefficients and significance ievlls for this comparison of

subjects to themselves.
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Table 8

SPearman Rank_Correlation Coefficients for the
Comparisons Within Subjects lor the Percent of Tote Time

and Average Fixatior Nration

Graph

Experts:

2 3 4 5 6

Important_Blks: .750 .917 .866 .857 isel.
Significance .033* .005* .007* .018* .010*

Lessimpt.-Blks. .964 .607 ;905_ .893_ ;857_
Significance .009* .069 ;008* ;014* .005*

Novices:

Important-Blks. 03 .867 .967 .607 ;952_
Significance .014* .007* .003* ;069 .006*

Less_Impt;_Blks_. ;964_ .929_ .810_ .464 881
Significance ;009* ;012* .016* .128 .004*

* p < ;05

These comparison, show how consistent groups of subjects wero

between the two dependent measures. For exampleo when viewiag

graph *4, the correlation for experts between scores on the

percent a total time variable and the average fixation ijtAion

variable for the Important blocks was .866 (p = .007) and fc the

less important blorks was .905 (p = .008). All the correlatl-)ns

in this group were positive. Correlations were vivnifli;sit

except for three cases (graph *3 for less iffoortant blocko
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graph *5 for both important and less important blocks). This

indicated three types of consistencies within subJects. Subjects

were consistent within themselves across the two dependent

measures, across important and less important blocks, and from

graph to graph.

4.8 Pearson Correlation of Cell Means

As another measure of the relationship between experts and

novices, Pearson Correlation Coefficients were calculated for the

same cell mean data used for the Spearman Rank Correlation. The

same comparisons between and within subjects for the two dependent

variables were made. Important blocks were contrasted to less

important blockc..

Table 9 contains the Pearson Correlation Coefficients and

rignificance levels for the comparison bitata experts and novices

for the two dependent variables. As with the previous

correlations, significance levels indicate the probability that

the actual correlation is Uifferert than zero. Sigaificance

1@vels less than An indicate A high probability that the actual

correlation is not equal to zero, based on the observed Gcaa.

Sigrificance levels greacer than ;05 indicate a lack of sufficient

evidence to support the claim that the actual correlations are

different than zero.
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Table

Pearson :CorrelatIon__Coeffic_i_ente_and_Significance Levels
fa_the COmparisons_Detween_Experts and Novices for
Percent of Total Time and AvrAge Fixation Duration

Graph 2 3 4 5 6

Percent Total Time

Important Mks.,
Significvice

.995

.000*
.936

.000*
.892
.001*

.840

.0094
.885
.002*

Less-Impt.-B1k5,
Signifidande

.477

.139
.528
;112

.899_

.001*
;540

.106
.451

.095

Average Fixation Dur.

Important,Blks. .316 861 .969_ ;814_
SignifIdance .0144 ;001* ;000* A07*

Less_IMpt;_Biks_. ;374 .457 .606 .557 .502
Significance .204 .151 ,056 .097 .070

* p < .05

Positive correlations Indicate agreement between experts And

novices on the way time factors were allocated bletk by block.

!iegative correlations Indicate opposite strategies for time

alit:I-cation between groups of subjects; High correlations Indicate

that time allocation strategies are the same for both groups

across a type m block. Low correlations indicate little or no

agreement in time allocation strategies;
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All cor:elation coefficienti were pOSitive. The correlations

between experts and novices were Significant for both percent of

total time and average fixation duration for the important blbcks

Of all five graphs; Correlations were not significant fOr the

less important blocks In all cases ektept Ude the percent of total

time In less Important blocks of graph *4;

ThIS COrre;ational analysis also gave an indication of ti*

reliability of the selection process for IMpOrtant versus less

Important blocks of the graphs. Between subjects correlations

showed how the blocks group together; Important blocks had

significant correlation for both time var1,14),es. LtSs important

blocks did not have significant cOrrelati.

Table 10 contains the zorrelatIon coeftu anr

significance levels for the within subjects coni,.:.isOnS of the

tell means across important and less lmpottant blOcks of the flve

graphs Significance levels have the Same meaning for this table

as for Table 9 above.
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Tabie 10

Pearson Correlation Coefficients and-Significance Levels
for the Comparisons Within_Subjects_for

Percent of Total TIM* and AVerage Fixation Duration

Graph

Experts

2 3 4 5 6

Important-Blkt,
Significance

.605
;075

;861_
;001*

;891_

;001*
;874_
;005*

;936

.000*

LessAmpti_Biks; ;878_ ;789 .957 .915 .910
Significance ;005* .017* 000* .0024 ;000*

Novices

Import_7-_Blks_; ;874_ ;886- ;931 .839 .964
Significance ;005* ;001* .000* .009* .000*

Lesalmpt;,Blks; .938 .822 .899 ;888 ;924
Significance .001* .012* .001* ;004,A ;000*

* 0 < .05

Positive correlations meant that Subjects wzre consistent In

their time acation Strategy for percent of total time and

average fixation chiration. When they spent more total time in a

block, their average fixation durations were high. The reverse

would also be true (ie. leta total time and less average fixation

duration). Negative correlations meant that subjects reversed

their time allocation strategy, spending more total time when they

had shorter average fixation durations and visa-versa.
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Low correlations meint that subjects were not consistent

Within themselves, changing their viewing strategy as they looked

at different important blucks or different left Important blocks.

High correlations meant that Subject-6 had consistent viewing

strategies for the total time and average fixation duration for

the different blocks of each type.

Ail of the correleJon coefficients were positive. Except

for experts when viewing important blocks of graph $2, all

corrtlation coefficients were sicnificant. These r-.sults

indicated that sklbjects had consistent viewing patterns within

themselves for the two viewing time factors. This consistency was

apparent for both important and less important bimks of ail five

phs.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 IntrOdUction

The results of this study Indicated that there Were bdth

differences and similarities between experts and novices when

reading mathematical graphs. Differences were found for the

aVerage flication duration on important blocks and in the

correlations between subjects for the less important bleckt of the

graphs. Siriillarities were fe.and for the percent of total time

spent Viewing both important and less important blocks and in the

correlations between subjects for the Important blocke.

Within-subjects correlations displayed sinilar time allocation

stratoviet for both groups. Parallelism in the data showed

similarities between groups of subjects from block to block and

argued for the power of the symbol system to draw the viewer to

important areas of the graph. Block by block variation in viewing

time factors and the correlations between subjects gave evidence

of local coatrol of eye movement patterns for both expert:fp and

novices. Recommendations for changes In curriculum and

instruction retulted from both the similarities anr the

differences between experts and novices.
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5.2 Viewing Time Factors

For four of the five graphs VieWed, there were significant

differences betteeeti ek0erts and novices for one of the two time

fad-tote when viewing important blocks of the graphs (see Table I).

There were no differences between expertt ahd novices for either

time factor when VieWing the 1666 important blocks of the five

graphs (see Table 2). Experts did something differefit when they

Moved their eyes to the important blocks of the graphs. They had

longer average fixationo on the blockS which contained important

information. Novices did not alter their fixation durations in

the same manner when they viewed Important information.

Even though the experts had Significantly longer fixations in

the important blockS of the graphs, this did not mean that they

spent longer periods of time looking at the important information.

EXcept for one graph (graph 415), there were no Significant

differences between expertS And novices ior the percent of total

time that OAS Spent on the important or less important blocks of

the graphs (see Tables 1 and 2). The simple speculation that

experts read graphs more effectively becauSe they Spend more time

looking at the important information was not supported by the

dee. On the contrary, the evidence indicated that both groups

allocated total viewing time equely for important blocks of the

graphs. This was also true for the lett Important blocks.

Figure 12 containS i representation of the percent of total

time ano average fixation duration for a typical important block
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of a graph. The two circles represent the plrcent of total time

spent in the block by experts and novicea. The circles are of

equal area. The lengths of the line segments in the circles

represent the lengths of the average fixation dUrations of the two

groups. Since total time in a block IS the Sum of the fixation

durations, the sum of the lerigtha of the line segments in the

'expert' circle id equal to the sum of the line segments in the

'novice' circle; Lengths of the line segments differ,

corresponding to the differences found between experts and novices

for average flxati,Jn dUratidh.

Experts Novices

fIoure 12: Viewing time for experts and novices in a typical
important block.

Viewing time for the tkOettst Was made up of a smaller number

of longer fixations. Viewing time for the novices was made up of

a larger number of short fixations. These results related to the

scores on the performance task. Experts were able to decode the

graphs better as measured by the scores on the performance task.

Experts scored significantly higher on the performance task than
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novices (p ( ;0005). Soft Of the teaSons for the difference in

these scores were ale to factors other than average fixation

dUration. However, Loftus4 (1981) study of average fixation

duration and performance on memory tatkiS Supported an

interpretation directly linking performance on a task to fixation

duration. As average fixation duration increased, performance on

the armory task increased. The task In thiS Study was a memory

task. Experts had longer average flication dUrations in important

blocks and scored better on the performance task.

The analysis of the less important blocks showed a d!fferent

result. Figure 13 contains a repredentation of the percent of

total time and average fikation duration for a typical less

important block of a graph. In this case, there were no

differences between the two groups for either Of the two time

factors.

Experts Novices

EigulUat Viewing time for experts and novices In a typical less
important bltiCk.
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When processing lest IMPortant areas of the graphs, there was

no difference betWeen experts and novices for percent of total

time or average fixation duration. Expette differentiated between

important and less important blikkt of the graph and adjusted

their fixatiOn times accordingly; The simple suggestion that

ekperts do not waste their total viewing tiMe in less important

areas of the graph Is not supported bY the data. There was no

difference between the two groups in total time allocation for

Important or less important blocks of the graphs. It was the

average fixation duration In Important blocks which defined an

important difference between experts and novices.

5.3 Correlation Results

Where the multivariate analysis of the data tested for

differences in magnitude between experts and novices, the

correlational analytis tested for proportional relationships

between the groups of subjects. Given the relative magnitudes of

the cell means, what was the nature of the relationships between

experts and novices for the two dependent variables? The results

of the correlational analysis (both parametric and nonparametric)

showed some strong patterns.

Correlation of the rankt Of dell Means (Spearman Rank

Correlation) and the cell mean values themselves (Pearson

Cbtrelation) Showed that experts and novices had highly similar

viewing time allocation strategies when attending to the important

blocks of the graphs. This wee true for both percent of total
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time and average lixation duration aCtOSS all fiVe graphs (see

Tables 7 and 9). In important blotke Where experts' average

fixation durations were relatively high, novices' average fixation

durations were also relatively high. In important blocks where

experts had a relatively low average flication dUration, novices

were also relatively low. The same relationship occurred for the

percent of total time. While there was this parallellem between

groups, the expetts were significantly higher then the novices for

only the average fixation dUration variable.

When attending to less Important blocks, experts' viewing

patterns were not the same as those of noviceS. EXcept for the

percent of total time on graph *4, the parametric correlation

(Pearson Correlation, Table 9) showed no significant correlations

between eXpert and novice time allocation strateales.

Nonparametric correlations (Spearman Rank COrtalation, Tab e 7)

showed the same lack of signifiCance except for graph *4

(correlation Of bah dependent variables were significant) and

060h *6 (correlation of average fixation duration Was

significant); The multivariate analyala Of the less luportant

blocks showed no significant differences in the magnitudes of the

percent of total time or average fixation duration, but the

correlational analysis showed that there were differences in

viewing time allocation strategies. For example, when viewing

some leas important blocks, nOvices allocated more percent of

total time than experts even though the magnitudes of the percent
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of time was not Signifidihtly different; The reverse was also

true.

5.4 The Power of the Symbol SysteM

Why were experts and novices similar in time allocation

strategy for the important blocks and dissimilar for leSS

important blocks? The answer lies in the 0000t Of the symbol

system to draw the graph ritaders' eyes to the important areas of

the graph. Level of experience affected only the absolute

magnitude of the average fixation duration in IMpOrtant blocks,

while the relative maonituded and rankings of the cell means for

the important blocks were the same for experts and novices.

Novices were attending to the important blocks of the graphs and

allocating viewing time in those blOokt in the same pattern as

experts, even withdUt 4 base of experience; The graphs had the

power to draw novices to important areas In the same relative

pattern as experts, But, once novices pot to the important areas,

they did not change their VieWitig strategy by increasing average

fixation durations as experts did.

The power of the graph to dtaw the eye to important areas was

different from the cognitive deciSion to increase fixation

duration. The cognitive decision was related to a subject's

experience and background. If the important areas of the graphs

were accounting for both the watial deciSiond and the temporal

decisions in eye movement pattern!, then there would have been no

difference between subjeCts for the average fixation duration in
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ilePOrtant blocke. Novices were dr nwn to the important areas of

t" graphs, but did not make the o cognitive decision to increase

04t1on duration for more effective processing. The graphs

heibed novices make the decisions Of where to look, but not the

coghitive
decision to concentrate longer on the important blocks

aS the expertS did.

Lees Important blocks of the graph did not draw experts' and

novices, eyes in the same way. There was no significant

difftrence between the magnitude for percent of total time or

average fixation dUration, and Patterns of time allocation (both

rat* and cell mean) were not significantly correlated. This

indltated that less IMportant blocks Old not draw novices' eyes In

all %vier like -Xe perts.

Pinker's (1981) theory suggested that the power of a graph to

t%e4NmIt information depended on the suitability of the type of

graph to the quetion being atiked and the experience of the graph

iiac4r. Significant correlations between experts and novices for

the Igportant blOcks Of these cartesian grapht supported Pinker's

thech"y for one We of graph. Cart esian graphs were effective In

dielllaying the mathematical relationship between two variableS

be"se they can draw the reader to the important information.

OPCe the reader Moved his/her eyes to the important information,

the tkperience of the reader guided the cognitive decision of

Wetion dUration.
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Cleveland and McGill's (1984) theory attempted to define a

hierarchy of perceptual tasks- Which made graphs more or less

understandable. The power of a Cartesian graph came from the fact

that pointS of the graph were interpreted by their position along

common scales in both the horizontal and vertical direction, and

their relationship to each other through the point to point and

global rates of change (Slope). Support for this theory was found

In the way readers were drawn to the important blocks of the

graphs. Most of the important blockS of the graphs from this

study contained information about the axes, which are the common

scales. Both experts and novices were &awn to these important

blocks in the same pattern. The graph! Were understandable by

reference to the axes.

5.5 Local Control of Eye Movement Patterns

The power of the graph to dtaw the eye td important areas of

the graph does not preclUde the ISSUe Of local control of fixation

dUration. Global control of eye movement patterns would indicate

little or no difference in fixation duration from one area of the

visual field to another. Local control would indicate eye

movement patterns which reaponded to the type of information

present in a given block. EXperts were able to respond to the

information In different areas of the visual field and increase or

decrease their average fixation durations. Novices did not show

the magnitude of change In average fixation durations, but the

parallelism In the data and the correlations between groups showed
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that they responded to changing information in the different

important blocks In the same pattern as experts. The cognitive

decision to increase or decrease fixation durations was separate

from the spatial decielon which was influenced by the graph being

viewed.

This study did not investigate the Spatial decisions related

to fixation sequence (scanpathS). This spatial decision was

different than the deciSion of where to look. Fixation sequence

WAS a cognitive spatial decision more closely related to the

temporal decision of fixation duration. Investigating the

relationship between graph interpretation and fixation sequence

will provide more Information about local control of eye movement

Patterns; Thies will be the topic Of fUtUre research;

5;6 Consistency Within SUbjects

Within-subjects correlations showed how subjects compared

Within themselves for the two time factors; For example; when

experts viewed graph *6; the Correlation between percent of total

time and Average fixation duration for the important blirtks was

.936 (0 ( ;001; see Table 10). This meant that When experts had a

high average fixation duration; theY 6166 had a high percent of

total time In the important blocks of graph *6. The reverse was

also true (ie low average fixation duration meant low percent of

tail time). Ekperts were not spending relatiVely large percents

of their viewing time in blocks Where they had relatively short

average fixation dUrations; nor did they have relatively short
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fiXatid0 dUrations in blocks where they spent relatiVely large

percents of total time.

This significance pattern Of Within-subject correlations for

the impOrtant blocks was present across all graphs fOr bOth the

Parametric and nonparametric correlationS. Only novices viewing

graph *4 failed to reach Signifidahde fob'. the Spearman Rank

Correlation (c .069; see Table 16). For the Pearson

COrtelation, only experts viewing graph *2 fai!ed tb reach

significance (p = ;075; see Table 18). Bdth of these exceptions

were marginal.

Correlations within subjects for less important blocks were

also significant. Except for the SpearMan Rank Correlation of

novices viewing graph *5, all dOrrelations were significant (see

TableS 8 and 10). This meant that even for less Important blocks

of the graphs, both novices and experts had 6 direct relationship

between the relative percent of total title and average fixation

duration In d!fferent blocks.

Subjects were consistent in the time allocation Strategies

within themselves across all five grapht for both important and

less important blockS. This pattern of consistency had two

interpretations. First, there was a predetermined cognitive time

allocation pattern which subjects used to interpret graphs of the

type In the study. This was similar to the scanpath theory of

Norton and Stark (1971) and indidated a lack of local control over

eye mOVeMent time patterns. Second, local control of the viewing
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time factors affected both percent of total time and average

fixation duration in the same way and In relatively the same

amounts. For example, when novices viewed a block, if they had a

relatively high percent of total time In that block, then they had

a relatively long average fixation duration. The information in

the block affected both time factors in the same way.

If predetermined cognitive patterns for viewing time were

being used, then those patterns would be global, showing little

variation from block to block. Global theories of text processing

stated that average fixation dUration remained relatively constant

across an entire passage. Evidence showed correlations between

experts and novices for the important blocks were significant.

The multivariate analysis showed that there were significant

differences between important blocks for both percent of total

time and average fixation duration (see Table 10 "Block main

effect). These two pieces of evidence taken together indicated

that a global pattern for time factors was not being used by

subjects for the important blocks; If there were no global

patterns for the important blocks, then there were no global

patterns for less important blocks since a pattern for one type of

block and not for the other would indicate local control.

Evidence indicated that local factors in different areas of

the graphs directly affected average fixation dUration for both

experts and novices. Local control for experts was apparent

because of the increased average fixation duration on important
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blocks. Local contra; for novices was indicated because of the

strong correlation between experts and novices for important

blocks.

The within-subjects correlation Showed similarity between

graphs. All of the graphs affected the viewing time factors

within Subjects in the same way. None of the graph!, for example,

caused the subjects to display an inverse relationship between the

two time factors.

57 Reedathendations

The main purpose of this study We! to identify variables

critical to graph interpretation as a first step in designing

better curriculum materials and methods of Instruction. The

results of the study showed that the experience of the graph

reader played a major roll in the Interpretation process by

signaling the need for the cognitive decision to increase fixation

duration in important blocks of the graph. The mathematical

graphs used in the study had the ability to draw experts' as well

as novices' eyes to the Important Information. These two factors

indicated two specific recommendations:

1. Students should be given substantially more experience In

reading, interpreting, and using information in graphical

fOriiii INOeriences using mathematical graphs should begin

at earlier levels and be more intense, involving both

curriculum and teaching methodsi
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2; Mattlatical graphs are understandable and appropriate

ftit even novice users, ;kid Should be used in Mtire

instances throughoUt the curriculum.

The ability to Ittlement these recommendations in the sthools

at the present time is within reaCh. The best way for StUdents to

get bore experience In using graphs is to provide them with the

means to create and manipulate many graphs with relatively little

effort. Many teachers shy away from using mathematical graphs for

concept development or problem Solving because of difficulty in

creating and manipulating many instances of graphs. Point

plotting can be a time consuming task. For a student to create a

useable, accurate graph often impliet the ctudent already

underbtands the concept or probleM being studied. Relying on

printed material to display the exact mathematical graph needed In

a given teaching situation is often ditappointing.

Mathetatical graphs need to become a teaching and learning

tool which can be used In any situation, can be tailored to the

specific problem at hand, and can be manipulated easily and

efficiently to illustrate different situations. Computert and

graphing calculators ( CaSio, Sharp, and Hewlett-Packard) can

create accurate, useable, and easily manipulated mathematical

graphs. These machines can do for graphs what hand-held

calculators have done for arithmetic. They make concepts and

Skills accessible earlier and give students a base of experience

through multiple exposure to many different types of graphs. When
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solving problems, Polya's (1945) general problein solving technique

of drawing a picture to help understand the problem can now be

dictended to Include drawing a graph to understand the relationship

between the variables In the problem. Students- and teachers now

have the ability to exploit the human visual processing system to

add another dimention to the teaching and learning of mathematics.

In most school systems, personal computers are available.

Good graphing software is available, or programs can be written

for specific InStancet. Professional Journals like II=

rathemat4eS Teacher often have articles for teachers using graphs

for concept development or problem solving; computer programs are

usually provided. Graphing calculators are relatively Inexpensive

and easy to use. As research and development costs are recouped

and competition In the market increases, costs for these

calculators will be further rdUced.

The hardware And eoftware are in place or readily available.

The missing element is the integration of the new methods into

curricular materials to be used In the School!. This step is not

as easy as it etemt. Curricular change Is slow to say the least.

InntiVetive teachers will recognize the benefits of this graphing

technology and make their own changes. Other teachert will rely

on textbooks for guidance in What and how to teach. Often the

only effective meant of changing teaching methods la through

attrition. Pre-servIce teachers need to be taught the Importance

and effectiveness of using graphs- AS teaching and learning tools.
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TeltbdOk publishers need to be encouraged to Include more

graphical learning methods In their books, and tO Integrate the

new technology in effective ways.

The Mathematical graphs used in this study had the power to

dtaw novices' eyes to the important information. While these

novices were not 11 or 12 year olds, their. Mathematical knowledge

and experience was limited. TheY tetpondtd to important

inforMation In the graphs in a manner similar to experts.

MitheMatical graphs could be used more extensively ih the

pre-algebra mathematics cUrriCUlUM at the middle school/Junior

high level for concept deVelopment and problei solving. Researuh

fOUnd that students were good at plotting points, a common early

graphing experience. Early graphing ekpetiences need to be

extended to include graph reading ind interpretation skills at

this level,

Common Algebra I and II courses provide Many opportunitlit

for interactive use of mathematidal OtaPhs. For examplei when

learning &bait the elope of the graph of a linear equation,

IttUdents could experiment with many examples to develop an

understanding of linear graphe with tlopet greater than one as

compared to linear graphs with slopes between zero and one. Or,

When ttudying functional transformations such as 'f(x) g x2'

transformed to mf(x) g Cx - 2)2,1' studentt could experiment to

help develop the concept themtelves.
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Higher level mathematics in high school and college have just

begun to exploit the Modern technology and interactive graphing

ftit teaching and learning; New techniques for SOIVing problems,

understanding relationships, and developing contepts are being

used; For example, solving a cubic equation for its roots can be

done With a graphing calculator by 'zooming In' on a root and

estimating its value. This estimation can be is accurate as the

machine will allow, usually 8 to 10 decimal places.

Mathematics instruction at all levels can benefit from

increased use of mathematical graphs. Experience with

mathematical graphs should begin earlier and be more intense In

the curriculum. This experience should be expanded to Include

interpretation of graphs and not Just point plotting. Like

reading, novice graph readers become more adepL in reading and

understanding mathematical graphs by having more experience with

them.

5;8 Future Research

Future studies Of graph interpretation should build on the

fitiditiOS of this study for polynomial graphs and ShOUld branch out

to include methods of Instruction; probleM SolVing techniques;

other types of graphS and other poptilations;

should ihtlUde analyses of fixation sequence

Mathematical graphs; Data graphs of several

Investigations

(scanpath0) fOr

typed (bar, pie,

cartesian, etc.) should be investigated to see if the graphical

Interpretation theories are supported by eye movement data.

1 2
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Techniques of instruction using mathtmatical graphs In concept

development should be compared to non-grapnIcal methodb. Problem

solving using graphs could be studied using an expert/novice

comparlSon similar to thief study. Methods of teaching problem

SolVIng skills with and without graphs could be contraSted. Other

age groups should be studied to see If the retluitts of this study

generalize to younger students, or if there are other similarities

and differences yet to be discovered.

Each of these studies has Implications for curriculum and

instruction in mathematics classrooms. Some studies have more

direct relatiorships to the classroom, but each study will advance

our knowledge of how to teach and use mathematical graphs In the

classroom and In the real world.
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FIGURES 14 THROUGH 28 REFERRED TO IN CHAPTER III
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figure 15: Screen Image of graph *
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figutia2: Multiple choice distractore for graph *3.
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f oure 23: Multiple choice distractors fop graph *4.
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fieure 25: Multiple choice distracters for graph *6.
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noure-26: Scaling pattern for eye movement data with a subject's
scaling data shown.
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Floure 36: Plot of cell means for average fixation duration of the
less important blocks of Graph *2.
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flaure 37: Plot of cell means for percent of total time of the
Important blocks of graph *3.
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EigumeAft: Plot of cell means for average fixation dUration of the
important blocks of graph *3.
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flaure_39: Plot of cell means for percent of total time for the
less important blocks of graph *3.

!Imre 40: Plot of cell means for average fixation dUration of the
less important blocks of Graph *3.
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fiaure 41: Plot of cell means for percent of total time of the
important blocks of graph *4.

E2krit212: Piot of cell means for average fixation duration of the
important blocks of graph *4.
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flaure 43: Plot of cell means for percent of total time for the

less important blocks of graph *4.

flagr.LAA: PlOt of cell means for average fixitititi duration of the

leas Important blocks of Graph 14.
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important blocks of graph *6.
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fiaure 48: Plot of_cell_means_for_average fixation dUration of the
less Important blocks of Graph *6;
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Table 11

Cell Means and Differences
for Average Fixation,Duration_and Perdent Of Total Tillie

for istruat BlOckts Of Graph *2

Average Fixation Duration

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Percent Total Time

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Block 17 .478 .358 +.120 9.975 11.468 -1.493
Block 19 .194 .145 4.049 2.430 1.481 +0.949
Block 26 .163 .149 4.014 2.563 J.819 +0.744
BlOdk 28 .528 .478 +.050 18.428 21.444 -3.016
BlOCk 50 .666 ; .379 +.287 5.381 5.519 -0.201
Bid& 52 .218 ;198 +.020 2.746 3.474 -0.728
Block 54 ;414 .331 +.083 7.632 7.271 +0.361

Table 12

Cell_Means_and_Differences-
feir AVorage Fixation_Duration and Percent of Total Time

for Less Imoortant Blocks of Graph *2

Average Fixation Duration

Eicp. Nov. Diff.

Percent Total Time

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Block 18 .233 .142 +.091 4.362 1.746 +2.616
Block 27 .168 .162 4.006 3.446 3.905 -0.459
Block 39 .337 .219 +.118 4.491 4.154 +0.337
Block 48 .158 .126 +.032 2.128 1.425 +0.703
Block 49 .131 .099 +.032 1.133 1.071 +0.062
Block 53 .306 .227 +.079 5.695 5.938 -0.243
Block 65 .138 .274 -.136 2.042 5.838 -3.796
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Table 13

Cell NeanS and Differences
for Average Fixation ilkitation_ and_Percent of Total Timefor Iptitittank Blocks of Graph *3

132

AV-Otago Fixation Duration

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Percent Total Time

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Block 17 .271 .197 +.074 5.145 2.949 +2.196
Block 19 .2Cv .129 +.077 3.663 2.494 +1.169Block 28 .381 .442 -.061 7.876 13.310 -5.434
Block 39 .310 .468 -.158 7.690 8.498 -0.808
Block 49 .248 .323 -.075 5.471 6.190 -0.719
Block 50 .487 .519 -.032 21.143 21.170 -0.027Block 52 .170 .135 +.035 3.552 2.271 +1.281Block 54 .346 .246 +.100 6.426 6.082 +0.344
Block 55 .156 .210 -.054 4.182 2.135 +2.047

Table 14

--Cell NeaWanci_Differences_
for Average Fixation Duration and_Percent of-Total Tit*

for LettAtOtittant Blocks of Graph *3

Average Fixation Duration

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Percent Total Time

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Block 29 .088 .121 =.033 1.589 4.157 -2.568Block 30 .076 .044 +.032 0.766 0.691 +0.075Block 38 .015 .108 -;093 0.439 2.458 -2.019
Block 40 .104 .078 +.026 1.058 0.528 +0.530
Block 42 i075 .026 +.049 1.167 0.198 +0.969Block 51 .098 .095 +.003 0.914 0.764 +0.150Block 53 .149 .186 =.037 1.667 3.594 -1.927
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Table 15

Cell Means and Dlfferences!
for Averagelixation-Duration-and PerCent of Total Time

for knatrjaini BlOCks of Graph *4

Average FlxatiOn Duration

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Percent Total Time

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Block 15 489 .102 +.087 3.021 1.023 +1.998
Block 17 .318 .211 +.107 6.788 3.525 +3.263
Block 46 .237 .268 =.031 4.739 8.223 -3.484
Block 48 .172 .157 +.015 2.216 3.649 =1.433
Block 50 .442 .379 +.063 17.475 15.199 +2.276
Block 52 .179 .122 +.057 2.045 3.315 =1.270
Block 54 .237 .245 -.008 3.650 5.641 -1.991
Block 83 .303 .196 +.107 2.896 2.466 +0.430
Block 85 .145 .092 +.053 1.797 1.303 +0.494

Table 16

Cell Means and Differences
for Average_Fisation Duration and Pettent_of_Total Time

for kelejjgggaata BlOCkt of Graph *4

Average Fixation Duration

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Percent Total Time

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Block 28 .333 .259 +.074 5.753 4.636 +1.117
Block 39 .171 ,.184 4.013 3.058 2.861 +0.197
Block 47 .300 250 +ASO 6.668 7.491 -0.823
BlOck 49 .096 .091 +.005 1.266 1.103 +0.163
BlOdk 51 .138 .218 7;080 1.664 2.234 -0.570
Bitibk 53 .293 ;131 +.162 5.260 3.483 +1.777
Block 61 ;149 100 +.049 1.264 1.273 -0.009
Block 72 .213 .157 +.056 3.425 1.885 +1.540
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Table 17

-,Cell Means_andDifferindes_
for Average YixatIon ThiratIonancrPercent _of Total Time

for Unortant Blotks of Graph *6
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Average Fixation Duration

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Percent Teta] TiMe

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Block 28 .593 .427 4.166 14.819 13.792 +1.027
Block 49 .352 .369 -.017 10.036 9.741 40.295
Block 50 .405 .479 -.074 13.924 19.515 -5.591
Block 51 .221 .113 +.108 3.512 1.325 +2.187
Block 52 .363 .216 4.147 8.964 5.846 +3.118
Block 53 .198 .127 +.071 4.186 3.199 +0.987
Block 54 .356 .234 +.122 9.138 4.277 +4.911
Block 55 .186 .162 +.024 2.158 2.732 -0.574

Table 18

Cell Means and_Differentee_ _
for Average Fixation_Durationiand_Percent_of_Total Time

for Ltasjliggaata Blocks of Graph *6

AVétige Fixation Duration

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Percent Total Time

Exp. Nov. Diff.

Block 17 .128 .113 4.015 2.443 0.882 +1.561
Block 29 .163 .191 =.028 2.189 3.950 -1.761
Block 39 .235 .240 -.005 4.233 5.456 -1.223
Block 61 .090 .095 -.005 0.574 1.523 -0.949
Block 63 .141 ;159 -.018 2.072 4.092 -2.020
Block 64 .150 .130 +.020 1942. 1.169 40.773
Block 65 .174 .137 4.037 3.000 2.202 +1.571
Block 66 .136 .274 =.138 1.601 5.016 -3.415
Block 72 .207 .159 4.048 2.705 2.434 +0.271
Block 75 .127 .037 4.090 1.412 0.169 +1.243
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